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4Senate grills adminlstrators
about parking garage fees
Collections may finance next structure
'I don't understand why we
can split the atom but we
can't differentiate between
students and visitors at the
parking garage.' - Sen.
Derreck Woodbury
by John Threet
the Arbiter
Questions about the newparking garage and aning of neighborhood dis-
content with parking on adja-
cent residential streets domi-
nated the ASBSU Senate meet-
ing Thursday.
John Franden, executive
assistant to" BSU
President Charles
Ruch, and Bob
Seibolt, director of
campus safety, told
the Senate that in
an effort to offer the
campus community
better access and
opportunity for
comment, the
Parking and
Transportation
Committee would
begin meeting in
the Forum room of
the Student Union
Building beginning Monday,
Sept. 18.
"I don't understand why we
can split the atom but we can't
differentiate between students
and visitors at the parking
garage," said Sen. Derreck
Woodbury.
Franden offered the senators
a simple answer: The $20,000-
apiece fee collection machines
do not have the software neces-
sary to do the task. And
machines that can are not avail-
able, he added.
"The solution of parking
attendants at the parking
garage is not cost-effective,"
Franden said.
Franden told the Senate,
'There's always a place to park;
our problem is where you have
to park."
"By 8 a.m. the Morrison
Center side of campus is full,"
said Siebolt, while the Stadium
side has ample parking.
"It's a personal choice to use
the parking garage," Siebolt
said.
Regarding the parking fee
structure, Sen. Jenni Plewa told
.Franden.and Siebolt, "I haven't
met a single student that thinks'
this is a good idea."
Franden throughout the
meeting reiterated, "If you have
a solution better than what we
have now, please submit it to
the Parking and
Transportation Committee."
Franden warned the sena-
tors that the Boise Police
Department estimate 1,000
cars are parking on the streets
adjacent to campus. If the
Southeast Neighborhood
Association requests it, a special
parking district similar to that
which surrounds Boise High
School may be created by the
city. Such an action would cre-
ate an additional stress on the
availability of on campus park-
ing.
Siebolt told the Senate, 90
percent of the transactions at
the parking garage were for one
hour and 15minutes. He added,
more than 1,200 cars were uti-
lizing the parking garage, pay-
ing approximately $1,500 in
fees daily.
Sen. Mike Klinkhamer ques-
tioned "the double indemnity of
students paying the same park-
ing fee as the general public
when student fees were being
used to pay for the garage."
Franden responded, "The
parking garage is financed by
bonds which are paid for by $10
per semester of student fees,"
"No increase in student fees
has occurred, just a restructur-
ing ofbonds," Seibolt added.
Every semester approxi-
mately .550 additional cars
come to campus, which means
the university needs an addi-
tional four or five parking
garages. And parking is totally
self-supporting, with no state
money made available. There
has been no free parking on
campus for two years, Franden
said..
All student parking permits
are priced $20 less than faculty
and staff permits to offset the
student parking fees, according
to Franden.
'We still don't
know exactly how
much money the
garage is going to
make. This is an
experiment in cap-
italism," Franden
explained. Pay-as-
you go parking is
the method for
paying the bonds
and financing the
next garage.
The last stu-
dent parking fee
increase occurred
in 1994, according
to Siebolt. Two years ago,
employee parking fees were
increased, but not student fees.
Both former ASBSU presi-
dents Christine Starr and Matt
Bott were involved in the park-
ing garage financing decision,
Franden said.
Additionally, unanimous
support came from last year's
Senate to a rate of $1 per hour
for the public and 50 cents per
hour for students. However, the
estimate from vendors was
$100,000 to write a .software
program that could accomplish
that task, Franden said.
Because every vendor in the
United States and Canada "told
us that technology did not
exist, that's not cost-effective,"
he said.
Sen. Klinkhamer questioned
the surplus in the parking
budget of an estimated
$160,000.
Franden acknowledged the
surplus and the university's
desire to grow that surplus.
However, he said, "No. good
business would exist without
some cash for growth,"
SEPT. 13
Fall Organization Fair, Quad. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Presented by Student Union and
Activities. Call 4026-4636..,,,';':<:·'{;:iC,,,
Fall Funk, Quad. II a.m, Evening film in Ce~tenhialMn~hitl!ea?,e. Presented
by Student Programs Board, Call 4026-2162:.: .. F C: :.'.' !., "
Exhibit walk-through and presentation by Imiifartists Kenoju1l1v\shevak and
Jimmy Manning, 2 p.m. walk-through at '1\n::~cSpirit" exhibi~.~",Visual Arts
Center Gallery I,Liberal Arts Building. 7 p'lD.presentation lItS~i:Ient Union
Jordan Ballroom C. Presented by Boise State Division of Ext¢.!)dtlli Studies and
Boise State Art. Department. Free. Call 4026-3994.
SEPT. 15 .' ",c'. "0 .'.
Student club officer training, Forum, Studenttyniori.12:.15 p.m;8'll4026-12402.
SEPT. 16',", ;:"
Bronco football at Arkansas. Special booster. trip/ ~l~nnedby Alumni
Association and Harmon Travel. For details, contaetHarmon Travel, 208 388-
3000.... .•..•.•..
Governor's Arts Awards, Morrison Center Main Hall.'7p.in: Presented by
Idaho Commission on the Arts. Tickets: $15>at Select-a-Seat or www.ida-
hotickets.com. Call 4026-1110, or visit www.idahotickets.com.
SEPT. 18 . '.. . .....•••..•.< •...
Student club officer training. Farnsworth Room. Student Union:. 8:15,40:.15,
5:15 p.m, Call 4026-12402.
Lecture by Joann Deak, author of "How Girls Thrive,i\n Essential Guide for
Educators and Parents." Morrison Center Recital HII1L.? p.m, Presented by
Boise State Center for School Improvement and.t\.NSERcharterschool. Free.
Call 4026-40353. h ..» ' •
SEPT. 19
Student club officer training, Student Union Farnsworth ROOJJL.9:15, 10:15,
11:15 a.m., 12:15 p.m. Call 4026-12402. • ....' -
SEPT.21-22
State Board of Education meeting, Pocatello
SEPT.22 . . '.
Graduate Lecture Recital, Lynnora Weeks GroSS,TI9lin,Morrlson Center
Recital Hall. 7:30 p.m. Presented by Boise State Music Department. Free. Call
4026-3980.
SEPT.23
Boise Philharmonic, Morrison Center MainHalL'fl:l~ p.m,' Featuring
Christopher Taylor, piano.Tickets: $15-$400:.<Aill 84:4-:78409.'J:)ress rehearsal at
10 a.m. $5 general, $2 students. Free pre-concert lecture at 7 p.m. in Room
C125.
Bronco football at Central Michigan. Mt. Pleasant,'Mich;
Flute Society Recital, Morrison Center Recital HlI1L4p,m. Presented by Boise
State MusicDepartment. Tickets: $5 general,$S seniors and free to students
and Boise State faculty and staff. Call 4026-3980. ,
Jazz Saturday, featuring Acoustic Jazz Quartet. Master class at ·lp.JJL in Room
B-125. Free. Evening concert at 7:30 p.m. in the Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Presented by Boise State Music Department, GayleManufacturingof. Nampa
and Jazz Educators of Idaho Inc. Free. Call4026-S980 or (208)783-9554, ext.
2557.
SEPT.27 . .
Student club officer training, Student Union forUlD,12:15 p.m ••Call4026-12402.
SEPT.27-28 ..•.••,.•......,.... ...>;
'The Presidency: Leadership and the Paradox oiPo\Ver," 'Student Union
Jordan Ballroom."'. ... " ., ....• '
Keynote address by Ted Sorensen. 7 p.m. ~~~1.()therCOrU'erence sessions:
9 a.m. 40p.m. Sept. 28. 17th annual Frank Church COm:~ceonPublic Affairs.
Presented by Boise State College of SccialSciences and Public Affairs. Call
4026-3776.
SEPT.28
Boise State volleyball vs, Uc. Santa 7 p.m.
Tickets: $3. Call
4026-40737.
SEPT.28-NOV. 10
"Re-Imaging the Multiple," Visual Arts
Building. Recent
innovations in contemporary print making. Opening reception 5:30 p.m. Sept.
29. Gallery hours 9 a.m. -6 p.m. Monday through Friday: noon - 5 p.m .
Saturday.
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Fall enrollment
sets record
Growth Indicates need for additional buildings
by John Threet
the Arbiter
For the 10th consecutive semester Boise State University's enroll-
ment grew, setting a record of 16,459 for the fall term.
The fall enrollment figures represent a 1.5 percent increase over
last fall's record enrollment
"Our growth reinforces the need for our first building at the Boise
State West campus in Canyon County and for additional buildings on
the Boise State campus," President Charles Ruch said.
Enrollment at the Canyon County campus increased by 6.5 per-
cent.
"This is in line with the university's strategic plan, which calls for
sustained, managed growth of about 2 percent per year," said Mark'
Wheeler, dean of enrollment services.
About 1,000 students are taking Boise State classes at locations
other than the main campus through multiple delivery modes.
Boise State's engineering programs' growth increased 11 percent
over last fall. More than 1,000 engineering students are enrolled in
the program, which began four years ago.
Hispanic student enrollment has climbed to 747, a 14 percent
increase.
Internet classes increased by 48 percent
Seven new Brown Scholars, with an average score in the 99th per-
centile on either their ACT or SAT exam and an average high school
grade-point average of 8.97, have enrolled for the fall semester.
Attn: Business majors
Success ,is defined in -
various ways ....
let AKPsi help find
your way to the top.
Info. meeting:
Sept. 15th 7:00p.m.
@ Papa Joe's on Capitol
Free Pizza!
Rush: September 11th-15th
For more information contact:
Jon Gabrielson
V.P. of Membership
jongabrlielson@hotmail.com
371-1695
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Health Center woes
Company that operates
facility goes bankrupt
Student body president says
students still covered
OlJR RESEARCH PAPER COuLD BE WORTH
MONEY
by Sean Hayes
Ole Arbzter
, ',The Arbiter is accepting sUbmJs.sio~for a varlety, of genres,
iDcludiDgflctlon,essay, analysis, synthesis, news reporting, etc.
, 'Paid positions available; Call 284lt-8204
Thou~h the operation of theStudent Health Center on
campus has been successful (see
related story on pg. 8), the
national company which manages
it has reportedly gone bankrupt.
ASBSU President Nate
Peterson told the ASBSU Senate
Tuesday the University would
absorb the cost of the operation
of the center. The levels of serv-
ices provided are expected to
remam the same, and students
should not fear losing their
health coverage, he said.
The university plans to con-
struct a new hearth center that is
expected to expand the types of
services offered, Peterson said,
Student group's have advocated
dental ana vision coverage. The
Progressive Student Alliance is
c~paigning this semester for
bIrth control coverage
The Arbiter next week will
explore the bankruptcy and its
possible repercussions to stu-
(lents.
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tu I,,,mUD'y, I,,, ,tull, DDlv,r,lty
pullel" ud p,upl, .t tbl MIIN.llflR'
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Be' • till I •
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1.,1. II1----------------1 3: ,15 - 4: I 5
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6by Sean Hayes
the Arbiter
Among the first thingsprospective students and
other representatives from
other universities see about a
college is its student union.
In travels across the state,
ASBSU Vice President Rachel
Wheatley has seen many
impressive student union build-
ings. One college in Oregon had
a student-run coop as its food
.service, keeping prices low for
students. Some were impressive
for their architecture, some by
the fact they had a bar in the
building. Wheatley says BSU's
SUB is about average compared
with those she's seen.
"I think the SUB is doing a-
great job," Wheatley said. "I can
always think of more we can
add:'
The SUB being the first
thing a prospective studentsees
is particularly true in BSU's
union. New student orienta-
tions are commonly held there,
and many high school confer-
ences use the union for meeting
space.
SUB director Greg Blaesing
would like to expand the build-
ing itself and the services the
building offers. He plans to
_unveil a plan this fall which will
be brought before the Student
Union Board of Governors and
ASBSU, in which he will
announce a proposed budget
and schedule for commence-
ment of the project.
The current SUB was origi-
- - --
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L
nally built in 1967 and was first
expanded in 1972 and again in
1991. Retail food service was
remodeled in 1997. Expected
changes are expansion of the
dining area by about 200 seats,
as well as increased availability
of food options - including per-
haps Asian or vegetarian
options. This will also bring
more options to the west end of
campus, where Subway is cur-
rently the only the only food
vendor. -
The project is also expected
to expand the offices for
Campus ID, whose space is so
limited, Blaesing likens it to
workingrin a closet:' Itwill add
an estimated 10,000 square feet
of space in the bookstore and
create a new computer lab,"
Meeting space and increased
availability of rooms are a chief
concern. Blaesing said he hopes
to add another room the size of
the Jordan Ballroom.
"Every single function you
can name needs more space,"
Blaesing said..
While increased space may
mean more conferences by out-
side groups jamming the lines
at Moxie Java, Blaesing insists
that students always come first
in booking rooms for club and
organization meetings. More
space for club officeswould also
benefit student groups.
Currently there is a virtual lot-
tery system for which club
receives an enclosed office. Of
the 160 ASBSU-recognized
clubs on campus, only 20 have
office space.
The Volunteer Services
- - --
by Colin Powell, have bypassed
the student union because of its
limited space. Blaesing expects
that another room the size of
the Jordan could be in use 200
days of the year,
While the new Recreation
Center is expected to draw
some students from the SUB,
and alleviate at least some bur-
den from the club and organiza-
tion offices, Blaesing does not
expect the structure to diminish
the need for the SUB, which
serves more than 7,000 stu-
dents a day.
Also, he says,though use of
the dining area hits a huge mid-
day peak and then drops off
toward the evening, all the
extra dining space could be uti-
_--------~rS2000
Multi-million dollar SUB renovation will add space
for student groups, ease meeting room crunch
1~" ONE·TOPPING PIZZA
only
$10!l£oo,po,
• Dine-in • Take-out • Delivery
Valid at any of our Boise locationsl
--===~~WB DBLIYBRI
SMOKY MOUNTAIN PIZZA & PASTA
Parkcenter Spectrum 18thl!t State
429-0011 323-0038387-2727
- - One coupon per visit • Expire112131100- - - - -- - -. - - - - -
Crowded: University officials
and ASBSUPresident Nate
Peterson hope expansion of ,
the SUBw1Uease crowding
and help provide additional
student services.
Photo by: Ted Harmon The Arbiter
lized in other fashions. This
summer, some of the dining
space was converted to accom-
modate the Gateway orienta-
tion.
Though the Bookstore
(whose textbook space is loaded
to capacity) is included in the
renovation project, Blaesing
insists that student fees will not
be used for that expansion.
"Students would not want their
fees used that way,"he said.
Also, the project - if com-
pleted with student fees -would
be unfair to the Bookstore's
competition.
Physically, the SUB is
expected to expand toward the
south and to the east. Even
though the project is expected
to engulf much of the student
union's parking space both dur-
ing and after the renovation,
Blaesing says the university is
looking to bring parking to the
periphery of campus, and that
lots in the Student Union, and
the Liberal Arts buildings
would eventually be eliminated.
All facets of the project will
not be decided in total until the
student union has the opinion of
the Student Union Board of
Governors and ASBSU. Those
with concerns about the
planned renovation should con-
tact an ASBSU representative
at 426-1440.
Board has expressed their need
for permanent office space, sim-
ilar to that enjoyed by the
Student Programs Board and
ASBSU. VSB officials complain
that each year they have to re-
apply for their temporary office
space.
Similarly the Women's
Center, Multi-ethnic center and
the Arbiter are housed together
in a tiny building just outside
the SUB, which seems doomed
" for demolition as the university
seeks more room for parking.
The SUB has hosted such
luminaries as Al Gore, and held
huge events like commence-
ment ceremonies and the Ada
County Democratic Caucus.
Blaesing concedes that some
events, such as a planned speech
You don't have to be violent
to have an anger problem.
Seck answers:
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6th Floor Education Building
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University growth
Boise State unveils estimated
ten year growth plan
Parking dominates multi-mi(lion doUar proposal
by Sean Hayes
the Arbiter
Though now only a roughdraft, last May, Boise State
University's facility planning
department released its propos-
al of upcoming projects, which
begins with plans currently
underway as well as those for
new buildings and structures
through the year 2010.
Parking remains a. primary
focus. The new parking struc-
ture unveiled this semester is
only phase one of the project as
. a whole. Phase two, a sister
garage, would be located on the
same block. Also, according to
recommendations of a new
parking study, space may be
acquired south of the SUB
(where the Arbiter and Women's
Center are located) to allow
room for a third garage.
Proceeds from phase one of the
current garage are expected to
fund phase two.
Keeping to the twin theme, a
62,000 square foot sister to the,
Multi-Purpose Building is slat-
ed for construction in 2005.
According to reports, this build-
ing is BSU's highest priority for
state-funded construction on
the Boise State campus.
The highest priority for pri-
vate funding purposes is a new
building for Business and
Economics which is expected to
Backstreet
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10531 OVERLAND. BOISE
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occupy the current location of
the Physical Plant after its dem-
olition. A new Student Health
and Wellness Center of about
:30,000 square feet is projected
for construction on the west
side of Lincoln Avenue,
between University and
Belmont, by 2005. The compa-
ny that now owns. the current
center recently went bankrupt.
BSU will soon seek a new ven-
dor and many student leaders
hope the new center will cover
dental, vision care and birth
control services.
Slated for building in the dis-
tant future; between fiveand ten
years from now, are a new
Student Services facility, a
Visual Arts and Health Science
building,. an Engineering
Research building and a Skybox
expansion to the stadium.
Suicide Hotline to offer
volunteer training
Program offers internship credit
by Arbiter staff
The Idaho Suicide Prevention Hotline service will offer a two-day crisis intervention training session on Saturday, Sept. 16
and Sunday, Sept. 17, both beginning at 10 a.m. Training will take
place at Boise State, in the Communication Building. All training
materials, plus lunch, will be provided free of charge.
The training sessions are primarily designed for potential hot-
line volunteers, but interested members of the public are also
invited. The training will cover myths and facts about suicide,
warning signs, intervention strategies and ethics, and community .
resources.
College students may receive practicum or internship credit for
taking the training and becoming volunteers. Training is open to
those who wish to become hotline volunteers, and anyone else
interested in dealing with suicide. However, all participants are
asked to complete a confidential questionnaire and interview prior
to Sept. 14.
There is no fee for the training, but volunteers are asked for a
one-year commitment of service. Volunteers may take calls at
their own homes.
Suicide is a major cause of death among Idahoans, and the state
suffers from one of the highest per capita rates of suicide in the
nation.
The hotline operates from 2 p.m, to 2 a.m. daily, and serves all
of Idaho. The number is 1-800-564-2120. All calls are confiden-
tial.
The hotline is staffed entirely by volunteers. Its fmancial sup-
port comes from private donations, as well as from the United
Ways of Ada, Canyon and Elmore counties.
For more information please contact Peter Wollheim at 426-
5552 or 1-800-564-2120. .
It keeps 0 row In 0: Bulldozers will be a part of Boise State
University's landscape for the next 10 years. A new parklno
structure and another multi-purpose building are part ofthe
university's 10 year Orowth plan.
Photo by: Daniel Wolf The Arbiter
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Progressive Student
Alliance continues farm
workers struggle
Members also target1ioise Cascade,
insurance companies
The Idaho Progressive Student Alliance was founded twoyears ago to empower the student voice and to help the com-
munity.
'The Idaho Progressive Student Alliance works for social, ec0-
nomic, and environmental justice and stands against oppression in
all its forms," the club's mission statement says. 'We empower
students to change the world by giving them the information,
training and opportunity they need to create a sustainable tomor-
row,"
Club members have campaigned for social justice legislation,
including the instatement of a minimum wage for farm workers.
This year the club will continue to focus on farm workers'
issues. They also will focus on reproductive health care, which fre-
quently is excluded from health insurance coverage.
The club will also address their contention that Boise Cascade
is participating in the destruction of the rain forests.
Amanda Rich, the club's president, said the PSA is important
because, 'The student voice has been silent for too long. It is time
to empower ourselves within the community."
The club's next meeting will be at 5 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 20
in the Alexander Room of the SUB. They encourage anyone who
wishes to help make a political difference to attend.
Student Health Center
The cure for back-to-school ailments
Staff aim to provide students with quality care
the Health Center full time, he
by Tdfany Burille makes sure there are plenty of
the Arbiter the necessary medications on
hand,
The goal is to provide stu-
dents and campus staff with the
best quality health care possi-
ble, This particular facility takes
on a host of medical tasks,
ranging from treating colds to.
addressing mental health issues.
As seasons change, so do the
most common medical prob-
lems. This new semester has
brought with it the cold and flu
season but staff members are
ready to help by offering flu
shots.
According to Nelson, the
Health Center "may bejust a lit-
tle late running the flu cam-
paign this season." There is a
shortage of vaccines this year,
and normally they're available
as early as the· month of
September but may be delayed
until sometime in the month of
November.
Nelson said they can help
with other fall and winter ill-
nesses such as upper respirato-
ry viruses, colds, and bronchitis.
'We also treat a number of
STDs and urinary tract infec-
tions," she said.
"I strongly encourage every-
body to take advantage of the
university health insurance pro-
gram," she added. "Believeme
when I say that in many ways,it
pays for itself"
If a covered individual seeks
assistance from the Health
Center first, before going to
another doctor or facility, the
$150 deductible is waived for
future outside use.
Everything is covered at the
Health Center under the uni-
versity insurance policy, with
the exception of pre-existing
conditions and contraceptives.
However, if a student carries it
for a minimum of 11 months,
then, depending on the pre-
existing condition, most pre-
scriptions will be covered for
that ailment.
An example would be asth-
ma. Inhalers would be covered
as long as the student has been
a policyholder for at least 11
months.
Are your joints
aching?
Isevery square inch of yourbody cringing in pain with
each breath you take?
Are you buying out the store
supply of tissue for your ago-
nizing dripping problem?
Or, is the thought of return-
ing to the books, after that
much-needed summer break,
enough to clinch the mental
stress beating upon you?
The Student Health Center
is right within walking dis-
tance, making it even more
accessible than a complete care
center or a neighborhood health
facility.
The center is directed by
Jayne Nelson and is staffed with
two LPNs, two physician's
assistants, two MDs, three
medical assistants, one RN, and
a registered pharmacist. While
the pharmacist doesn't work at
•\1\tIY BRANi 0
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The. center also accepts
other forms of coverage,for the
number of students who don't
take advantage of the universi-
ty health insurance. The RNs.
and medical assistants frequent-
ly call the medication vendors,
from whom they will provide as
.many samples as possible for
~hose who don't carry any
Insurance. .
To address your insurance
concerns and possible needs,
contact Pat Branson at 4026-
2158.
Although the Health Center
has just ended a contract with
an outside vendor, Nelson said
she would like to reassure stu-
dents there are no major
changes.
"Right now, everything is in
a seamless transition. We are
always looking for ways to
increase our services to the stu-
dents as well as to keep the cost
down. One problem the Health
Center has is that we're limited
by the space to provide more.
IHigher Education
I....----:...
Eventually, we'd like to expand
enough to provide services to
families as well."
; She adds, 'The staff, who
work here now, have all worked
within the community and are
all experienced medical staff.
These staff members here are
all the same as the outside med-
ical community personnel."
Nelson said the Health
Center is cost-saving, conven-
ient, "and we provide you all
with quality service."
The hours of opera-
tion are:
8 a.m. - 7 p.m. Monday
_ through Thursday
8 a.m. - 5p:m. on Fridays.
if there are any concerns, ques-
tions, or appointments needed,
please contact the Health Center or
Jayne Nelson at 426-1459.
Federal Judge rules against
affirmative action at colleges
WASHINGTON - In one of the most sweeping rulings yet
against affirmative action at state colleges, a federal judge in
Georgia has set up a potent new test of a 22-year-old Supreme
Court ruling that seemed to permit the use of race in selecting
incoming freshmen.
u.s. District Judge B. Avant Edenfield of Savannah, in a rul-
ing earlier this week, declared that the court's famous Bakke
decision in 1978 should never have been interpreted as approval
of racial preference to achieve "diversity" among students.
'1\ majority of the court has never formally announced
whether diversity, particularly student diversity in higher edu-
cation, does or does not" quality as a sufficient reason to justify
picking some student entrants on the basis of race," the judge
said.
In the Bakke decision, the Supreme Court struck down a
California medical school's admissions quota for minority stu-
dents, but the controlling opinion by Justice Lewis F. Powell Jr.
declared that "a diverse student body" was a valid educational
goal and could be promoted by using race as a "plus" factor
supporting minority admissions.
Edenfield, besides rejecting that conclusion, went on to say -
as no other federal court has - that the whole idea of "diversi-
ty" as a valuable educational policy goal has no support in law
or in reasoning, and never has had. . .
Diversity, he said, is "an amorphous, unquantifiable goal"
that would be unlimited in duration and, he added, the
Constitution does not allow race to be used in pursuing such a
go~e concept of diversity, the judge added, is so subject to
manipulation "that it can instantly be conscripted to march in
any ideologue's army." No college admissions plan, he said,
could be crafted in a constitutional way to promote racial diver-
sity. -Washington Post news servia
... =~
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RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TUITION FINANCING
While TIAA-CREF
invests for the long term,
it's nice to see performance
like this.
TIAA-CREF has delivered impressive results like these
by combining two disciplined investment strategies.
In our CREFGrowth Account, one of many CREFvari-
able annuities, we combine active management with
enhanced indexing. With two strategies, we have
two ways to seek out performance opportunities-
helping to make your investments work twice as hard.
EXPENSE RATIO
CREfGROWTH INDUSTRY
ACCOUNT AVERAGE
0.32%1 2.09%2
This approach also allows
us to adapt our investments
to different market
conditions, which is
especially important during
volatile economic times.
5 YEARS
6130100
SINCE INCEPTION
4/29194
For more complete information on our securities products, please call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, to request prospectuses. Read them carefully
before you invest. 1. TIM-eREF expenses reflect the waiver of a portion of the Funds' investment management fees, guaranteed until July
1, 2003. 2. Source: Morningstar, Inc. 6/30100, tracking 93!taverage Iarge-cap growth annuity funds. 3. Due to current market volatility, our
securities products' performance today may be less than shown above. The investment results shown for CREFGrowth variable annuity reflect
past performance and are not indicative of future rates of return. These returns and the value of the prindpal you have invested will fluctuate,
so the shares you own may be more or less than their original price upon redemption. • TIM-eREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc.
distributes the CREF and TIM Real Estate variable annuities. • Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distributes the Personal Annuities
variable annuity component, mutual funds and tuition savings agreements. • TlAA and TlAA·CREF ute Insurance Co., New York, NY, issue
insurance al1d annuities. • TIM·CREF Trust Company, FSBprovides trust services. • Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose
value and'are not bank guaranteed. 02000 T1AA-eREF08103
I Ensuring the futurefor those who shape it.1Il
1 YEAR
AS OF 613lYOO
Combine this team approach with our low expenses
and YOU'll,see how T1AA-CREFstands apart from
the competition. Call and find outbow T1AA-CREF
can work for you today and tomorrow.
1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org
I'
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septne,ws
JodiBurwell
question?
JB: I won't guarantee an
answer.
KH: What's. your favorite
color?
JB: Blue.
KH: Discerning readers want
to know: Why blue? .
JB: Because ... OK, when I
was little me and my sister
watched "Sleeping Beauty," and
at the end they have the chang-
ing dress. My sister liked pink
and I hated my sister so I liked
blue. And its been my favorite
color ever since.
KH: Would you dye your hair
blue?
JB: For the Jazz, yeah.
KH: As long as we're on the
topic of fashion, what fashion
trend do you wish would come
back into style?
JB: I like poodle skirts and
ponytails .
KH: Why?
JB: Why?
KH: Why.
JB: Because when you spin
they twirl out.
11tJiIIIII--===--
KH: I've always wished every-
one wore hats again. Nice hats,
not baseball caps.
JB: Uh-huh. Really.
KH: Do you like hats?
JB: Yeah, except that my ears
stick out, so I can't wear baseball
caps.
KH: Has anyone ever called
you Dumbo?
JB: (Laughs hysterically.) Yesl
That's why I don't like my ears,
because people called me Dumbo.
KH: So where are you from?
JB: Heaven. - (Smirks.)
Blackfoot.
KH: (Laughing.) Where is
that?
JB: Over between Pocatello
and Idaho Falls.
KH: Which do you like better,
Blackfoot or Boise?
JB: Blackfoot, because all my
friends are there, and Boise has
weird people.
KH: Like ?
JB: Like 1don't know.
KH: Who's weird?
JB: I'd say, except that he's
showing his fist to me now.
(Glances meaningfully at the
other person at the table, who is
shaking his fist at her.) He might
throw me in some bushes.
KH: Are you going to be in
Idaho 10 years from now?
KH: Where would you rather
be?
JB: I want to be back East. In
Pennsylvania.
KH: Doing what?
JB: Uh. ..music education.
Teaching in a high school. I want
to take my band to the Midwest
Conference in Chicago.
KH: So what year are you?
JB: Freshman.
KH: Let me get this straight.
Campus Celebrity Interview
Jodi Burwell: Mouse with a mission
by Kate Hoffman ~
t&Arbzter "l::
KH: Who are you? ~
JB: I'm a mouse. I'm in an i
elaborate SCheme,to take over the
world. .
KH: ~d your name is? OJ
JB: Jo<1I... Burwell. . ~
KH: What doyou think about ~
this weather, Jodi ... Burwell? ~
. JB: I think it's OK ... as long as S
It stays warm but not too warm .2
and you get a little chilly in the Q., ... ----------1
morning. But weather's cool. .
KH: So what's your idea of
perfect weather, a perfect day?
JB: Perfect weather? About 85
degrees, with a tiny breeze, a nice
cool breeze. As long as you're
wearing your hair up.
KH: Why do you have to have
your hair up?
JB: Because it makes it hot if
you don't, and it ~ts in your face
because of the wmd and rou end
up eating it, and that's Just not
cool.
KH: You don't like eating
your hair?
JB: No.
KH: Why not?
JB: 'Cause it tastes kind of
funny. (Laughs.) Especially if it
has hair spray in it.
KH: You look really excited to
be here.
JB: I do? (Laughs incredu-
lously.)
KH: OK, well, if you could be
anywhere right now, doing any-
thing, where would you be doing
. what?
JB: I would be in New York,
watching a Broadway show.
KH: Which one?
JB: "Les Miserables,"
KH: Can I ask you a personal
This is only your first semester
and you're already a BSU celebri-
ty?
JB: Yes. I guess it just sort of
goes with the popularity.
KH: How does that feel?
JB: Very ... conspicuous.
KH: Do you have an agent?
JB: Not yet. I'm currently
looking. -
KH: You're off to a good
start.
JB: Thank you!
From time to time, the Arbiter.
will subject a member of the campus
community to the typical "celebrity
interview.' If you or someone you
know deserves a celebrity interview,
send an email to
BSUcelebrity@Jwtmail.com.
ill! ••
Women, education changed
face of work force
Data shows some workers- are better off
than their counterparts 100 years ago.
by Arbiter staff
Decent U.S, Department of Labor statistics show some workers are
Lllitter off than their counterparts were 100 years ago.
Child labor and dingy working conditions weren't uncommon in the
United States at the turn of the 19th century. In 1900, the average
manufacturing industry worker logged almost 60 hours per week, and
few women were part of the work force. Since then, dozens of laws
restricting child labor and work condition regulations have gone into
effect.
One hundred years later, the average number of hours worked in
manufacturing have decreased, women have entered the work force,
and stable employment is linked to a worker's level of education. The
findings show that:
- In 1999, a higher proportion of both men and women (16 years
and over) were employed than ever before -71.6 and 57.4 percent
respectively.
- The work force expanded nearly five-fold during the 20th century,
from 28 million people in 1900 to 189 million in 1999.
- Women's participation in the labor force more than tripled over the
past century. In 1900, fewer than 20 percent of women were in the
labor force; by 1999, women's participation had increased to 60 percent.
- 84<percent of baby boomers (86 to 54<years old in 2000) partici-
pate in the labor market and baby boomers make up nearly 50 percent
of the workforce.
- Welfare recipients make up 2.8 percent of the U.S. population, the
lowest rate since 1965.
- Education is directly tied to unemployment rates, with college
graduates experiencing half the unemployment rate of high school
graduates (1.8 percent versus 8.5 percent in 1999) or a fraction of the
unemployment of high school dropouts (1.8% vs 6.7 percent in 1999).
- The proportion of prime' working-age Americans with college
degrees quadrupled during the second half of the century.
- In 1950,60 percent of Americans 25 to 54 years old lacked a high
school diploma; by 1999, that percentage had declined to just under 12
percent.
• In 1950, only 7 percent of those 25 to 54<years old were college
graduates; by 1999, that proportion had grown to 29 percent.
- Average weekly hours in manufacturing fell from 59 hours in 1900
to 4<0.5hours in 1950, and has changed little since.
- The 1999 work place injury and illness incidence rate is the low-
est reported since federal data collection began in the 1970s.
-Source US Department of Labor
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Electrical Engineering
receives grant from
military to develope chips
by Griffin Hewitt
the Arbiter
~omputers. cell phones and Sony Playstation 2s use them. So.
\....;what exactly are they? They are called 3D structures. 3D
structures are simply silicon wafers, which are 2D, taken to the next
level- going down inside of the wafer to get more use out of them.
Almost all electronics rely on 3D structures technology.
The U.S" military has given the Electrical Engineering
Department of Boise State a $2million grant to study and develop
3D structures. The idea is to develop miniature electronics that are
smaller and of lighter weight than the ones presently on the mar-
ket.
Another area included in the year-long study is MEMS or Micro
Electronic Mechanical Systems. MEMS have tiny gears and
mechanical components that are in the range of measurement of a
micron, explained Electrical Engineering professor Susan Burkett.
Professor Burkett also said that members of the project intend
to work with the local computer chip manufacturer, Micron. during
the course of this next year.
Back to School Pajama Party
September 19th
9pm - Midnight
No Cover
Drink Specials
Lots of Prizes
tll\erald C,tg
Happy Hour 5pm - 8pm. 7 days a week
Open 365 days a year
lOam - 2:30am
415 S. 9th St. 342-5446
Xenorne this,Xeno me that
by Griffin Hewitt no longer have a male gender in their
species and have become one of the
oldest known asexual organisms to
be discovered. .
.Q. What are the Jovian moons?
-M.s.
A. The Jovian moons are Jupiter's
three, small, innermost moons. They
are called Metis, Thebe, and
Amalthea. Many people will also
include other moons as part of the
Jovian moons' system- including 10.
the Arbiter
. Xenotransplantation (XT) has
gained much momentum in the past
few years as a possibe answer to the
shortage of human organ donations.
XT is the genetic engineering of
organs and growing them in other
animals' bodies for the purpose of
giving them to organ transplant
patients. There have been several
questions raised recently as to the
safety of the process and whether or
not the patients themselves would
object to receiving organs donated
by pigs. the animals most used in the
process. XT offers much hope,
debate. questions and uncertainty.
And now for your baffiing scien-
tific questions:
.Q.Are cell phones dangerous? -
EC.
A. I guess it depends on whom
you ask. If you ask the group of
Swedish researchers who published
the study linking rare forms of brain
cancer to cell phone radiation. they
would say yes. If you asked one of
the multi-million dollar companies
pushing cell phone use. they would
say that cell phones are as safe as a
microwave oven. Incidentally,
microwave ovens change the molecu-
lar structure of any food you put in
them - even water. '
Q. Is a falcon's brain smaller
than a cantaloupe? - R.A.
A. Yes, and by the way. that's a
keen observation considering that a
falcon's head is roughly the size of a
small turnip.
Q, Define "absolute zero". -
L.U,
A. As you wish. Absolute zero
the lowest temperature theoretically
attainable on the Kelvin scale:
approximately -278.16 on the
Centigrade scale.
Q. Is all yellow snow made yel-
low from pee? - M.R.
A. Most, but not all. In Yosemite
National Park, there is a type of
algae that lives in snow and is yellow
in- color, thus making yellow snow.
Its colorful relatives also live in snow
and include colors like green, red,
and orange. So far, no navy blue or
hot pink.
Send your questions about science and
technology to Griffin Hewitt at
nicmachiavelli@boisestate.com or drop
inquiries off in the Nic Machiavelli
drop box in the Student Union Building.
Q. What are bdelloids? - G.P.
A. Going for the easy questions,
huh? Bdelloid rotifers are microscop-
ic organisms that date back ro mil-
lion years. Over the course of their
evolution, they decided to take the
eunuch route and stop having sex.
By not reproducing sexually,
according to scientists, they probably
collecting
unernplovrnent
Cll)es too tOl)g
• prod uctlon
• office
• tech support
• full and part-time
• short and long-term
• competitive pay
Call 322-8564
5257 Fairview Ave. Suite 220
Boise, ID 83706 SERVICES
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Grade checks remove two senators
by Sean Hayes
The Arbiter
A recent status check on
nspring semester grades has
left even more gaps in ASBSD's
diminishing roster.
College of Business Sen.
Ben Webb and College of
Engineering Sen. Shane Koski
have left the Senate after failing
to meet grade requirements.
Sen. Brad Saito drafted a resig-
nation letter, fearing his. GPA
would not be up to par, but
remained on staff when he
learned his academic standing
was OK.
ASBSU President Nate
Peterson said the student hand-
book stipulates any student
leader or professional on cam-
pus must carry the 2.25 mini-
mum. The same holds true for
Volunteer Services Board,
Student Programs Board or the
Arbiter.
"It's unfortunate that. they
didn't make the requirements,
but in my position, I have to ask
them to leave if they don't meet
the 2.25," Peterson said.
In light of his own troubles,
Saito asked the Senate to still
treat its departing members as
friends, and part of the ASBSU
family.
The departures of 'Webb
and Koski leave openings in
their respective colleges, as well
as the Graduate College posi-
tion, which Liz Drennon left
last spring.
Filling in the gaps are two
new senators, sworn in last
week - Jordan Kowallis and
Brooke Baldwin.
Peterson said he has no issue
with making appointments,
rather than observing the tradi-
tional election process - partic-
ularly in light of the vacancies
in the Senate that must be filled.
Much of last year's Senate, par-
ticularly in the' college· repre-
sentative sect, were appointed
rather than elected.
Baldwin ran an unsuccessful
campaign as a write-in' in the
spring elections. Originally to
be appointed last semester,
Baldwin had to undergo several
different interviews with mem-
bers .of both the former and
current administration - even .
facing .criticism that Peterson
wanted to hire her only as a
lackey to approve his budget.
The process was slowed
down further when former vice
president Mike Brown unsuc-
cessfully attempted to appoint
two members to the Senate
when the former president,
Matt Bott , was out of town,
and unaware of Brown's move.
When Saito questioned
Baldwin's commitment to the
Senate, alluding to a rumor she
had under-performed in her for-
mer position with the SPB,
which she denied, she told the
Senate the hurdles she had to go
through to get the job were .
proof of her commitment.
Also in the Senate last week,
Mike Klinkhamer was named
assistant pro-tern by a unani-
mous vote. He had earlier lost
to Nicholas Leonardson in a bid
for chief pro-tern.
The Idaho Statesman seeks Circulation Assistants
FLEXIBLE WORK DAYS.
WORK EARLY MORNING WEEKENDS
AND TWO DAYS DURING THE WEEK.
GREAT FO.RCOLLEGE STUDENtS,
Assist a district manager by providing guidance to newspaper carriers and excellent
customer service to subscribers.This is a part-time position working 29 hours per week
over four mornings. Saturday and Sunday are scheduled days: however, the other two
weekday mornings are flexible,
The qualified candidate will have a high school education or equivalent; ability to read
maps and locate addresses; a valid driver's license; reliable insured motor vehicle; good
driving.record; effective customer service skills and good time management skills.The
job also requires the ability to work early morning hours (approximately 4 to 10a,m.) and
involves occasional lifting up to 30 Ibs.
We offer a competitive wage (starts at $8 per hour), mileage reimbursement, and a
generous part-time benefits package, including paid vacation and sick time, and a 401 (k)
that matches 50 cents on the dollar. All offers of employment require successfully .
passing a pre-employment drug test. Apply in person:
The Idaho Statesman
1200 N. Curtis Rd.
Boise, Idaho 83706
University of Idaho,
Boise State collaborate-
on downtown studios
by Arbiter staff
The University of Idaho department of architecture and theBoise State University art department hosted a reception to
celebrate the grand opening of their adjacent studios in Boise's his-
toric 8th Street area, from 60-8p.m. Thursday, Sept. 7. The recep-
tion, which coincides with "First Thursday" activities, is open to the
public. . ,
The collaborative workspace is located at 7.7 5 W Fulton St. on
the southeast 'corner of 8th and Fulton streets. The Boise Trolley
serves the area on First Thursday, stopping at 8th Street
Marketplace, about a block from the new studio.
UI department of architecture fourth and fifth-year students
come to Boise to study urban design at the Idaho Urban Research
and Design Center (IURDC), which is now housed in the new
building. Many of the students obtain masters degrees upon suc-
cessful completion of the program. The IURDC is working on
many projects, one of which is funded by a federal highway trans-
portation grant.
The Boise State art studio will be a workspace for graduate stu-
dents in the master of fine arts program. A corridor will serve as
a display area for the graduate students to exhibit their work.
Equal opportunity employer, which values diversity In the workplace
~~~.~~-~_. ---------
Other recommendations are
common sense procedures, such
as ensuring the safety of your
apartment, and getting to know
apartment complex staff so you
know who to go to when faced
with needed repairs or minor
emergencies like locking your-
self out.
Also, students are advised to
read closely over bills for errors
and discrepancies, which if not
corrected could lead to a hefty
expense.
Apartmen tguide.com,
though chock-full of advice,
will not help students looking
for area vacancies, since the
website offers no listings for
Idaho. Idahoapartments.com, a
subsidiary of apartments.com
currently has several Boise area
listings. Listings can also be
found in the Idaho Statesmads
online classifieds at www.idaho-
classified.com.
--_._._..~.--- --.~ ......__ ..... . _c.~.. _..._ -;-_'_...
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Tips for easy living justa click away
Web site offers advice for first-time apartment renters
Rain dampens parade, cheers firefighters
Wagon Days crowd in Ketchum has fun anyway
by Sean Hayes
The Arbzter
\
Who knew that brooms,trash cans, cookie sheets
and the like were things that
actually had to be purchased?
For students who have been
accustomed to having most liv-
ing utensils at the ready, even
getting the basics down for
first-time living away from.
home can be difficult. .
Add this to complicated
lease agreements, flaky room-
mates, security deposits, and
neighbors wanting you to "turn
down your racket," - the
demands can be nearly over-
whelming.
Aparmentguide.com, which
describes itself as "the premier
online apartment search site,"
recentlv released a list of 10
helpfulhints for students rent-
ing apartments for the first
by Kate Hoffman
the Arbiter
Ihadmixed feelings as I pulledoff campus before dawn on
Sept. 2. The cold rain pouring
down from the sky looked to be
a godsend for those threatened
by the steadily progressing
fires. If the soggy weather
would stick around for a few
days, it might make all the dif:'
ference in fighting the
Northwest Inferno.
On the other hand, I was on
my way to Ketchum to see a
parade, and if anything can
ruin a good parade, rain is it.
Why do you think we say,
"Don't rain on Illy parade"
when faced with the most dis-
mal problems? When things
are looking good, we don't need
devastating situations or peo-
ple.When there's a parade to be
had, we don't need a rainstorm ..
As I pulled past the Pavilion,
however, I noticed a fire crew
time.
"Everyone has a story about
the mistakes they made when
renting their first apartment,"
says Jamie Gallo, an operator of
the website. ''We hope these
tips will help students make
smart decisions and avoid some
of the common mistakes first-
time renters often make,"
Topping the list is a careful
understanding of the lease
agreement. Renters should be
sure everyone's name is includ-
ed on the lease so no one person
is solely responsible for any
damages or other issues. Also,
lease agreements often have
specific terms, such as a so-day
. notice before vacancy, which if
• not followed may mean the
landlord can keep the security
deposit.
Also jeopardizing the return
of the security deposit are
structural damage or any clean-
ing costs incurred after a renter
has vacated.
'.
bus parked in the lot next to a
truck. While workers loaded
supplies from the truck onto the
bus, the firefighters stood out-
side in the pouring rain playing
Frisbee, huge smiles stretching
their wet faces. I began to feel
better .about the weather.
Maybe it was going to rain on
my parade, but that's why
umbrellas were invented.
The Wagon Days Big Hitch
Parade was first held on Kate
Lewis' birthday in August 1958.
Lewis was the widow of the
owner of the famous Lewis
String ore "Yago~s,the first and
only means of heavy ore haul-
ing in the Wood River Valley.
The lead wagon on this string
was once weighed with more
than 24,000 pounds of are
aboard.
In the 1880s and '90s, these
wagons carried news, food,
clothes, hardware, and liquor
from the outside world into
insolated central Idaho commu-
nities such as Bayhorse, Challis,
Apartmentguide.com advis-
es students to make a list of
any damages present when
they move in, and also to sub-
mit a checklist of any repairs
that need to be made. One idea
is to photograph any damage,
so renters will have proof it
was present upon their arrival.
Also, upon vacancy, a tenant
should thoroughly. clean the
apartment.
Roommates can be the
biggest apartment living
headache. An inconsiderate or
financially unreliable person
can make a house seem less
than a home. And, as many
married couples might agree,
living together can magnify
minor faults a person might
normally overlook in a friend.
The apartment search
engine recommends that a
renter get to know the room-
mates before moving in with
them. This includes under-
standing their basic habits and
Clayton, Custer, and Vienna.
This often constituted the only
contact miners had with the
civilized world. A trip that
modern automobiles can make
in four or five hours, this jour-
ney generally took the Lewis
String two weeks,
Today the Lewis String is
the high point of the Wagon
Days Parade, swathed in patri-
otic banners and pulled by
twelve Percherons.
With more than a hundred
authentic buckboards, buggies,
carriages, carts, tacks, and wag-
ons, this parade has become the
largest non-motorized parade
in the West. In addition, verita-
ble herds of horses (from mon-
strous Clydesdales to pint-sized
Miniature Horses) fill the
streets, accompanied by authen-
tically costumed people.
Three marching bands and
two jazz bands provide the
soundtrack to what turned out
to be a colorful, if damp, affair.
Over 1'5,000 visitors attend
lifestyles - whether they are a
hardcore student or hardcore
party animal. And make sure
this individual is stable enough
to pay their portion of the bills
on time each month.
The site also recommends
that roommates establish a clear
.financial plan for division of
expenses.
For instance, they should
develop a system for buying
such household necessities as
. light bulbs and toilet paper.
An equal difficulty can be
people who live in another
apartment, but whose rice-
paper-thin walls or floors make
it seem like they're living with
you. The site advises that stu-
dents understand landlords'
policies regarding noise, trash
and disruption.' Many apart-
ment complexes will issue only
one or two warnings, before
then charging fines or even
threatening eviction for disrup-
tive behavior.
annually, although numbers
may have been down this year
due to the weather; oflicial
numbers are not yet available.
The Wagon Days Parade is
steeped in tradition and the his-
tory of the Ketchum and Sun
Valley.area.
"All too often we lose focus
on the history of the parade, or
the real reason why we roll so
many beautifully restored wag-
ons down Main Street," said
Ross Copperman, the market-
ing and events assistant coordi-
nator. To help re-ignite interest
in the meaning behind the fes-
tivities, several events were held
in the days leading up to the
parade.
The lectures and programs
culminated .in an interpretation
seminar by Edgar McGowan, a
cancelled (due to the weather)
Eh-Capa Bareback Riders per-
formance, a controversial Wild
West Shootout, and the tradi-
tional three rounds of cannon
. fire to announce the beginning
of the parade.
Performed by members of
the Richfield American Legion,
the introductory ceremony was
cut short when the man loading
the cannon was injured by a
premature blast. Bill Johnston
was flown to Salt Lake City for
treatment; he Illay lose a few
fingers and some vision.
Despite the tragically trun-
cated kickoff the Wagon Days
parade proceeded without a
hitch - or perhaps that is the
wrong metaphor, under the cir-
cumstances. The rodeo queens
and cowboys seemed' cheerful
despite their dripping-wet
fringes and rain slickers, and
the audience seemed content
under a canopy of umbrellas.
Although the wet weather
turned out to be a health hazard
for the firefighters, it helped to
weaken the conflagration.
The Wagon Days Big Hitch
Parade is held each year 011
Labor Day weekend. For more
information, see its web site at
wwwvisitsunvalleycom.
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Computer Lab Hours
• Alllab hours are subjectto changedue to staff availability.
• Calllab extensionsfor questionsand latest information.
• Websitefor updated lab hours and lab hardware & softwarelistings:-
http://oit.boisestate.edu/cs/starting/students.htm
Business Building
B-209 426-1201
http://cobe.boisestate.edu/ coblab/
M-Th 7:30am-l0:00pm
F 7:30am-7:00pm
Sat 8:00am-6:00pm
Sun 10:00am-4:00pm
Communication Building
C-114 426-3816
M-Th 8:00am-9:00pm
F 8:00am-12:00pm & 1:00pm-7:00pm
Sat & Sun 11:OOam-7:00pm
Education Building
E-417 426-1435 [Placement Testing Only]
M 8:30am-3:30pm
T 8:30am-5:00pm
W 8:30am-7:00pm
Th 8:30am-9:00pm
Fri 8:30am-5:00pm
Sat& Sun CLOSED
Engineering Building
ET-212/239 426-4428
http://oit.boisestate.edu/ stulab/'
M-Th 7:00am-ll:00pm
F 7:00am-5:00pm
Sat 9:00am-5:00pm
Sun 12:00noon - 9:00pm
-Liberal Arts Building
LA-206. 426-4210
M, W,F
T,TH
Sat-Sun
3:30pm-6:00pm
3:00pm-6:00pm
r :00pm-6:00pm
Multipurpose Facility
MP-121 426-4042
http://oit.boisestate.edu/ stulab/
M-Th 7:00am-12:00Midnight
F 7:00am-6:00pm
Sat 9:00am-5:00pm
Sun 9:00am-l0:00pm
Peterson -Preco Learning Center
Pavilion 426-3077
http://pplc.boisestate.edu/pplc/
M-Th 7:00am-l0:00pm
F 7:00am-5:00pm
Sat CLOSED
Sun 4:00pm-l0:00pm
Public Mfairs/ Art West Building
PAAW-125 426-3816'
M 8:00am-1:30pm & 5:00pm-7:00pm __
T 8:00am-l.Q:30am& 12:3Opm-5:30pm
W 8:00am-l :30pm & 4:30-7:00pm
Th 8:00am-lO:30am & 1:30pm-7:00pm
F 10:30am-5:00pm
Sat 11:00am-3:00pm
Sun CLOSED
Technical Services Building
TS-219 426-4193
This schedule will be effective Sept 5 - December 19 and may be subject to
change throughout the semester depending on lab usage.
M & T 8:00am-7:00pm
W & Th 9:00am-8:00pm
F 9:00am-5:00pm
~at 11:00am-3:00pm
Sun Noon-5:00pm
To Obtain an email Account!
1.Go to a computer lab with Internet access. Take a 3.5" diskette with you (some labs have diskettes available for purchase).
2. Go to the BSUHome Pageon the World Wide Web.
3. Accessthe following location: http:/ / email.boisestate.edu/ emailhlp.html
4. Adocument called ..email Frequently AskedQuestions';will come up.
5. Youmay read or print this document or any of the related documents that can be accessed from this page.
6. Student email is now email.boisestate.edu. Youremail address Will be your USERID@email.boisestate.edu.
Access from HorneT
1. Student fees are paid to provide for computer labs, not access from home.
2. Students who need access from home may obtain this service from an ISP (Internet Service Provider),
- - - - --- - -
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Nuclear'secrets and security
Oversight problems predate LosAlamos
Incident by more than SOyears
by EvyAnn Neff
the Arbiter .
from Alaska commented after
the security breech at Los
Alamos Lab more than a year
ago. But you can walk out of
the most secret room in our lab-
oratories with a Zip drive disc
full of the nuclear legacy codes
and nobody knows, with the
The nation's
leaders have
entrusted several
hundred world
class scientists
with the nation's
most 'precious
secrets, he said.
possible exception of China's
top spies, he said: .
Energy Secretary Bill
Richardson responded to the
comment by hiring a "security-
czar" for the entire agency. The
new "security czar," Qen.
Eugene Habiger, is taking
action to prevent any further
breeches of nuclear security in
the Department of Energy.
Habiger says, however, that
the problem lies with just a few
people, not the entire security
system. If he wanted to make
sure that no secrets leave a
DOE facility, whether it's in
Idaho or New Mexico, he would
do body searches on everybody
leaving the facility every time
they left, he said. But he said
that's obviously not going to
happen
The nation's leaders have
entrusted several hundred
world class scientists with the
nation's most precious secrets,
he said.
They're the ones who are
ultimately responsible to ensure
.,-, that those secrets are safe and
secure day in and day out, be
said.
It is easier for a spy to gather
information than it would be to
steal bomb material. That is
where the main difference in
DOE nuclear facilities lies, he
said.
Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Lab
spokesman .Br~d Bugger said
fewer people have access 'to
nuclear materials than informa--
tion. Since the INEEL is more
in the storage business, there is
less likelihood of a breach than
at the Los Alamos Lab. It
would be easier to detect if
someone walked out of a lab
with weapons grade plutonium,
than if they had slipped a hard
drive into their pocket
Gen. Habiger says physical
barriers can stop materials from
getting into the wrong hands,
but people will always be the
last line of defense when it
comes to nuclear secrets. The
arduous task the Energy
Department now has is combat-
ing possible espionage by
changing the way it does busi-
ness.
Habiger says that since the
Los Alamos security breech
over a year ago, the DOE has
made more improvements in
security than it has made in the
last 10 years. After the Cold
War the United States was not
as strict in the way it handled
classified information. As' a
reaction to the Los Alamos inci-
dent the DQE has returned to
Photo illustrations courtes 'of Aimee Potts
\,?:r-1:*;
its Cold War standards.
The DOE is also adopting a
new encryption system for
storing sensitive information
on its computers. Habiger said
he hopes this will help to com-
bat the problems the DOE has
had with security in recent
years.
Critics of nuclear security
policy say the focus on nuclear
security has misdirected the
real concern about nuclear
weapons. Steve Hopkins with
the Snake River Alliance said
the United States needs to
move its attention to nuclear
disarmament.
Earlier this year the five
nuclear powers on the United
Nations Security Council
agreed to eliminate their
nuclear arsenals as a part of the
Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty. This new nuclear agen-
da is significant because it rep-
resents the first time in 15years
that the 187 nuclear and non-
nuclear states reached a consen-
sus. The treaty does not, how-
ever, give a timetable for nuclear
disarmament. U.N. Secretary-
General Kofi Annan said this
marks a significant step forward
inhumanity's pursuit of a more
peaceful world.
Gen. Habiger said he doesn't
think. the United States will
ever make it down to zero
nuclear weapons. He said as
long as there is one nuclear
weapon out there it needs to be
secure.
More than 50 years ago thefirst atomic bomb was
built in Los Alamos, N.M. Since
the bomb was dropped, there
has been a constant struggle
surrounding nuclear weapons.
These weapons quickly became
a world problem. The Cold War
brought competition to see who
could create the most sophisti-
cated nuclear technology and
the competition remains fierce.
Alongwith the new technology
came the need for protection
~gainst espionage and terror-
Ism.
Security. however; may not
have advanced as far as the
United States nuclear arsenal
has. Numerous breaches of
security at the Los Alamos Lab
• in t'l1e last few years have
brought the Department of
Energy's nuclear security poli-
cies into the limelight.
The Department of Energy
and Congress are taking
nuclear security policy very
seriously since the most recent
security breach at the Los
Alamos Lab.
You can set off bells when
you walk out of adrugstore or
department store with a tagged
item, Sen. Frank Murkowski
... --, , .... co .. ""
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Activists keep tabs on
nuclear waste
Snake River Alliance wants feds to clean up
the mess
by EvyAnn Neff
the Arbiter
Inthe 55 years that nuclearweapons technology has been
present in the United States, the
U.S: government has spent over
$4.5 trillion dollars on nuclear
weapons programs. The pro-
duction of so many weapons
makes a lot of waste for the
Department of Energy to clean
up. Clean-up and environmental
safety; however, have not been a
primary goal of the DOE. A
grass-roots organization is try-
ing to keep the DOE in check
and protect Idaho's environ-
ment. The Snake River Alliance
.has been trying to combat the
problem of nuclear waste. in
Idaho for 21 years.
The Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory was
producing Uranium 235,
nuclear weapons material, when
the Snake River Alliance (SRA)
formed in Idaho. The produc-
tion of Uranium 235 is a'messy'
process, for every pencil sized
rod of nuclear weapons materi-
al, 16 gallons of nuclear waste
needs to be disposed of. For a
long time, according to SRA,
this waste was dumped directly
into the Snake River-Aquifer,
The goal of the SRA is to
stop the production of nuclear
weapons and nuclear waste
materials. The current estimate
on cleaning up the INEEL site
of all its stored nuclear waste
includes 35 years of work and a
price tag of at least $22 billion
dollars. The SRA is currently
overseeing cleanup efforts at
the site, making recommenda-
tions about cleanup, and
informing the public about dan-
gers of nuclear waste.
The SRA is currently work-
ing on two main projects. The
first is cleaning up a plutonium-
contaminated material burial
ground above the Snake River
Aquifer, the largest dump site
of its kind.
"Five million cubic feet of
waste was dumped over the
aquifer and basically just cov-
eredwith dirt," Steve Hopkins,
. pro~ram associate for the SRA,
said,
The estimated cost of clean-
ing this burial site would be an
estimated $4 to 6 billion dol-
lars. One major concern about
this dumpsite is that it is con-
taminating the Snake River
aquifer. The DOE ·says it does-
n't have the funds to clean up
the site right now.
Steve H:.'i'kins is disturbed
by the claim that the DOE
doesn't have the funding.
"Since they had the $4.5 tril-
lion dollars to spend making
the nuclear weapons, using $6
billion· dollars. to save the
aquifer.and clean up the mess is
not asking too much," he said.
A recent proposal to the
INEEL is for the production or
extraction of plutonium 238 to
be used by NASA to supply
power for deep space probes.
The second main project of
SRA right now is to keep this
from happening. The organiza-
tion said there is so much for
the DOE to clean upi there is no
\vay it should be creating more
waste for Idaho to deal with.
For more irformation on the
Snake River Alliance call 844-
9161 or visit the web site at
umnusnakerioeralliance.org:
...
Clinton unveils
programs to ease
college loan .costs
, I
by James Gerstenzang
CHICAGO - Declaring a college education "more important
than it's ever been," President Clinton unveiled two measures this
month that are intended to make higher education more affordable
by easing loan repayment costs and by forgiving loans to college
graduates who teach in lower-income communities.
Among the United States' unmet needs, Clinton said in a
speech at DePaul University, "helping people go to college is No.
I."
'We have to provide all Americans access to opportunity, and
that means access to college," he said.
The nation should set a goal, hesaid, of making sure that no
one "stays out of higher education, or drops out of higher educa-
tion, because of the cost."
The program to provide teachers for lower-income areas -
which face severe problems recruiting and retaining teachers, par-
ticularly those who have studied in college the subjects they are
teaching - implements legislation passed two years ago. .
Itwould forgive up to $5,000 in student loans for those who
teach in needy schools for five consecutive years. At least one of
the years in the classroom must hav.ebegun after Sept 1998. The
U.S.Department of Education estimates that, through the year
2003, 25,000 teachers would be forgiven loans totaling $122 mil-
lion. The program. would take effect next July I.
'They'll be paying it back by teaching our kids," Clinton said.
Under the second pr.ogram, siudents and parents who hold
direct student loans are being granted an immediate rebate on
their interest equal to 1.5percent of the loan, a paymeht that'
would affect more than 1.7million students beginning in the com-
ing academic year, the administration estimated .
To obtain the benefit, the students and parents must make the
first 12 payments on time. The estimated savings on a.$10,000
loan would be $150.
The program would also lower by 0.8 percent the interest rate
for students who consolidate their loans in the direct student loan
program, saving them an estimated $500 on $10,000 in loans.
Some 400,000 students '!-reexpected to take advantage of this,
beginning with the fiscal year that starts Oct I.
Clinton said the direct student loan program, a centerpiece in
the administration's effort to help students consolidate loans, had
seen default rates on student loans drop from 22·percentwhen he
took office to 9 percent now.
James Gerstenzang is a reporterfOr the Los Angeles Times. Article
reprinted with permission. ..
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Broncos ugly early before knocking some heads
.t
'i'
'1 ~:.
18
'1 \. I
by Pete Erlendson
t&ArlJ,ter
, I- The Broncos fumbled andbumbled their way to a win ,~
over an impressive l-AA-e
Northern Iowa squad. The ~
Panthers just couldn't hang on f.;;
for a ride with the big boys. §
Boise St. (2-0) ground their 5
way to a 4<2-17victory over the ::t:
Northern Iowa Panthers (1-1). :il
But they did not do it without ~
making a few mistakes of their ~
own. 0
On the first play from scrim- if:
mage, a bad exchange some-
where between the center, quar-
terback Bart Hendricks and
senior tailback Davy
Malaythong sent the ball into
limbo. Fortunately the Broncos
retained the possession of the
pigskin, but BSU only ended
the play with a I-yard gain.
On the second play from
scrimmage senior Davy
Malaythong fumbled the ball.
BSU recovered.
The third play of the game
ended in an incomplete pass
from Hendricks to sophomore
Andre Banks.
The Broncos punted.
BSU defenses' turn.
Northern Iowa's offense
came out on the field and
snapped the ball.
BSU off sides Ie 5-yard
penalty. ,
Then the Panther offense
decided to get moving as they
completed a 56-yard pass to the
BSU I7-yard line.
The Bronco defense held
their ground, only allowing
UNI to get to the to-yard line.
I
\ '
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Northern Iowa had to
attempt a field goal.
The ss-yard kick was good
as the Panthers had put three
points up on the board in five
plays for 4<8-yards,while burn-
ing 2:24<off the clock.
"I was impressed with
Northern Iowa's offense and I'd
be willing to say that they're
going to win a few games in
their season," said head coach
Dirk Koetter.
On BSU's second offensive
series Hendricks threw an
incomplete pass to freshman
receiver Jerry Smith.
The second play' Ie fumble
out of bounce and a I-yard loss.
On third-and-ten BSU lined
up in the shotgun and was
sacked for a loss of II-yards.
The Broncos were forced to
punt. '
Northern Iowa came out in a
Shots $2.50
lasters $3.00
totally different defense than
what BSU had prepared for and
it showed.
"I told coach (Mike) Dunbar
after the game that was smart,
that was a good move," said
Koetter. "Most teams won't
change their schemes like that,
so it took us a little while to get
adjusted to that."
And adjust they did, as the
Broncos attacked through the
air and scored on a I5-yard pass
in the end zone to junior receiv-
er Jeb Putzier.
BSU led 7-5 at the 6: 14< mark
in the first quarter.
On the Broncos next posses-
sion a Hendricks to sophomore
Lou Fanucchi bomb landed
BSU in the end zone in only
nine seconds.
The 87-yard Hendricks to
Funucchi TD tied for the sec-
ond longest reception in Bronco
- ..
history. The record is 90 yards
set back in 1972.
Funucclfu as well,' moved
into the 14< spot for the most
single game yards receiving
with IJ4<.He also advanced to
the 2n spot for most yards per
catch in a single game, with an
.average of 54<.8yards.
Boise St. was up 14"-5.
The boys in blue would
eventually just prove too much
for the Panthers.
"In the second quarter, no
matter how you slice it, they
were pushing us off the ball,"
said Koetter. 'Their offensive
line had a little attitude to them
and they took control of the
line of scrimmage in the sec-
ond quarter. We told the D flat
out .at halftime 'right now
they're dictating the tempo to
us'.... That's the one thing that
changed' in the third quarter is
we took the tempo back on both
sides of the ball and we should.
And as soon as we did that we
controlled the game.
"Our players are pleased,
and they should be, but even at
4<2-17it's almost like we didn't
just quite finish the job. Think
back three years ago, for Boise
State to beat anybody 4<2-17
we'd all be dancing on our
heads in here,"
Next up for the Broncos, the
Arkansas Razorbacks. Arkansas
brings a 1-0 record and BSU's
former head coach Huston
Nutt. The Razorbacks beat up
on SouthWest Missouri State
on Sept. 2, 5S-O.
'We're going to an extreme-
ly hostile environment next
week," said the 1999 Big West
Coach of theYear. "It's going to
be a great experience for us. It's
also going to be a great oppor-
tunity for us. Coach Nutt knows
that we have a dangerous team.
He is a lot of things, but one
thing everybody knows he is,
he's a great motivator and he'll
have those guys ready I'm sure,"
But will the Broncos be
ready?
"It's a SEC team, they're
going to be fired up," said senior
defensive end Jeff Copp. "It's a
home game for. them. (hi) col-
lege football what else could
you want going down to SEC
country and playing a good
football team in Arkansas?
They won a bowl game last
year. We'll be geared up for it,"
-Funucchi said: 'We don't
have any quitters on this team,
that's the great thing about it,"
Contact Pete at Pete@arbiter-
mailcom
Apply in person 2pm to Spm
Monday thru Saturday.
Ask for Mike or Shannon.
997 N.Milwaukee Avenue
~T~rl~1<1
~Stix '
Now Accepting Applications!
Weare looking for hardworking, honest, happy and humble coworkers.
• Lunch / Dinner Shifts
• Full / Part nme Positions
• Fun, Fast Paced Environment
• Management Training ,
• Free fQod (based on hours worked)
*Come visit Hogi Yogi marketing booth 9/13 lOam to 2pm Student Union
I.
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SCORE
31-17W
1-2-17W
5:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
3:00p.m.
3:05 p.m.
3:05 p.m.
6:00p.m.
3:00 p.m.
1:05p.m.
1:05p.m.
2000 Football Schedule
DATE
" Sept.2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 11
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 1-
Nov. 11
Nov. 18
OPPONENT
at'New Mexico
Northern Iowa
at Arkansas
at Central Michigan
Open
at Washington State
Eastern Washington
North Texas
at New Mexico Stat~
at Arkansas St.
Utah St.
Idaho
Cruclal.com
[~;;} ..~.;':T,:,(.:'.,\t.:S:;':,Jln the hunt for the H-Bowl
Big West Conference Standings
Conference
W L Pts.OP
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 o.
o 0 0 0
Boise St.
Utah St.
NMSU
ASU
Idaho
UNT
All games
W L Pts.OP
2 0 73 31
I I 1·6 52
o I 0 31
o 2 38 83,
o 2 58 89
o 2 .1- 33
Wester'! Athletic Conference Standings
Conference All games
WL Pts.OP W L Pts.OP
TCU I 0 101 10 I 0 1-1 10
UTEP I 0 37 20 I I 51 75
Rice 0 0 0 0 I I 37 65
San Jose St. 0 0 0 0 I I 53 76
Hawaii 0 0 0 0 0 I 20 1-5
Fresno St. 0 0 0 0 0 2 31 67
Tulsa 0 0 0 0 0 2 35 66
SMU 0 I 20 37 I I 51 51-
Nevada 0 I 10 101 0 2 17 77
Pete's Player oftheGam~
';(",' '. " .", ':' .
\
Sophomore Brock Forsey set anall-purpose offense record, in a
single game with 292-yards, break-
ing his previous record of 269,set
last year against Louisville in the
Crucial.com Humanitarian Bowl.
Forsey had 167-yards rushing
with, a long of 46-yards. He, also
pulled in two receptions for 27-
yards,as well as gaining 98 yards in
kickoff 'returns.
"Our line is doing a good job up
front," said Forsey, ..... They're
opening up holes for me. The plays that we're running, they're
executing well, they're hitting where they're supposed to. So that
shows credit to the a-line." '
Brock Forsey
l?ete'sPicks
'l .,.t." ... .'..'.,., ., -'.' ,,".', '<. , '. '
F·o~,·th,e,',',s,e,c"on,d week in a,1',0,',v,"I"ha'".e,onlY,'been W, ron"g aboutOl,~eBig W~st game. Idaho lost a tough one toI-AA Montana 111
overtime. Last week J predicted BSU to beat Northern Iowa -1<6-
10. The Broncos won soundly 42~17.
Arkansas St,\villloss to,Memphis - Oregon will narrowly
beatJdaho,- New' Mexico will down in-state rival NeV';Mexico
St.:'-: Utah St. takes the week off after pounding Southern Utah
~ Finally, UNLV will beat the North Texas MeanGreen. '
Onlyanalmost perfect game will give BSU a chance of knock- .
ing off the Razorbacks. Look for the Broncos to showcase their
first trick plays of the year. Boise St.will lose their first game of
the season to Arkansas' 31~20.
""---,-,. _-~-.'~.~.,,.,,.J
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Memories of a union
Bartender recalls value of
solidarity·
Former union member took pay cut when
he moved to right-to-work state
1-1
by Kara Janney
the Arbzter
"If you can keep a union honest; then union is the only way to go. n - Lew
Lewis
r:
, ,
LL-.:_-'-- ~_
5wdents know Lew Lewis as me bartender at
me Iron Gate. He said he would /oln a bar-
tender's union If one existed
Poverty amongst plenty
Hornelessness still a reality for
many despite booming .economy
'Homelessnessis a
reality for a large
segment of the
overall population,
in spite of a booming
economy, or per-
haps.because of it.' -
The Urban Institute
by Kate Hoffinan
the Arbiter
Upto 1.3percent of the US.population will find them-
selves without a home or means
of support in atime when many
Americans are enjoying finan-
cial prosperity.
Between 2.3 and 3.5 million
people living in the United
States will become homeless for
some period each year, accord-
ing to a "national study on
homeless ness con-
" ducted by
researchers from
the Urban Institute,
a nonprofit, nonpar-
tisan policy
research organiza-
tion founded in
1968.
"Hornelessness is
a reality for a large
segment of the
overall _population,
in spite of a boom-
ing economy, or
perhaps because of
it," states the Urban
Institute analysis.
. Martha Burt and
Laudan Aron, two
researchers who
performed this analysis, explain
that when the economy booms,
the cost of living increases.
This can be devastating for
those already in jeopardous
financial situations.
"Housing costs are on the
rise in metropolitan areas, while
extreme poverty arid other vul-
nerabilities are facts of life for
millions of people, homeless
and otherwise," Burt said.
In 1987, the Urban Institute
estimated the homeless popula-
tion at between 500,000 and
600,000 people at anyone time.
During an average week in
February of 1996, researchers
at the Institute estimated the
homeless population at 842,000
people.
In addition to the large
homeless population, millions of
people are living at or below the
federal poverty "level. Annual
projections estimate that 6.3 to
9.6 percent of the -entire US.
Lew Lewis is one of organized labor's biggest fans. Sincehis great-
uncle was John L. Lewis,an historical figure in the organizing of coal
miners, it is no surprise that Lew reveres organized labor so highly.
Union membership is also a familytradition for Lewis. Lewis' father
and grandfather both were members of the Sheetmetal Workers
Union, and Lew has been in quite a fewunions as well.The Teamsters,
"CarpentersUnion, and the Laborers Union all are part of Lewis'labor
union experience.
When Lewis moved to Idaho in 1960,he anticipated making about
the samewage being a carpenter as he did inMissouri. He was shocked
to learn that most of the carpenters in Idaho only made $3.50 an hour.
He earned $12 an hour in Missouri, largely because they had a strong
Carpenters Union there. There is no disputing that being in the union
definitely has its benefits.
In Idaho, which is a right-to-work state, workers can be fired much
more easily than if a union were present to mediate between the
employee and the company. If an employee is a member of a union,
and the company they work for wants to fire them, then it is the com-
pany's burden to produce docu-
mentation showing the employ-
ee's incompetence.
However, in a right-to-work
state, it is much easier for an
employer to release an employee
for the least of reasons.
"I don't understand how
'right-to-work' ever got passed in
the state of Idaho,"Lewis said. ,-
It is such a bullshit thing because
they (legislators)misledpeople to
think that if the unions had less
power, then more money would
be going into the' paychecks of
the people."
At .this point in the inter-
view, Mike Dobson, a regular
.at the Iron Gate, walked over
to share his union experience.
"Yeah, right to work for less.
Painters' wages haven't gone
up in 10 years. When I was in
the Cement Finishers Union I
made $18 an hour, and as a journeyman painter you make only about
$15 an hour. Wages and benefits-have always been better for people
who are in unions."
"I think too many people think unions are a bunch of gangsters, or
something. I know people who will call you a Communist for being in
a union. Isn'tthat ridiculous?"he said. "Becauseyou want to get a
decent wage for a decent day's work, some people think you are some
bad person. What's bad is that the companies get away with treating
people the way that they do.A union can shut a company right down,
and that's a good thing if the.company is treating its workers poorly.
Companies can be unfair-that's why we need unions."
Lewis is no longer in a union. He bartends, but asserts he wouldjoin
a Bartenders Union if Idaho had one. He accepts that the unions aren't
strong like they were before, but retains hope that upcoming genera-
tions will revive unions and recognize the benefits of organized labor.
Whether you are pro-union or anti-union, or just don't care either
way, the pioneers of the labor movement, like Lewis' great-uncle, are
the people who made working in America something humane and
desirable.
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population lives in poverty.
Not all people living on the
streets and in shelters are
adults. Many children are likely
to experience a period of
homeless ness or poverty at
least once during any _given
year. Up to 9.3% of children in
the US. are estimated to be liv-
ing below the federal poverty
level.
Of the millions of homeless
people in the nation, up to 39
percent (900,000 to 1.35 mil-
lion) are children. And 205,000
children access homeless assis-
tance programs in an average
week, representing a significant
share of those utilizing such
services.
According to the Institute,
homelessness as a child puts a
person at strong' risk for adult
homelessness.
The number of people who
are homeless or living in pover-
ty changes from season to sea-
son. Statistics show generally
twice as many people are home-
less in February as in October.
This seasonal differential is
most likely due to an increased
need for assistance during the
harsher weather and conditions
of the winter months.
Larger and more diversified
service networks have devel-
oped to provide aid for the
homeless and impoverished.
Since the passage of the
Stewart B. McKinney
Homeless Assistance Act
(PL100-n) -the first and the
only major federal legislative
response to homeless ness - in
1987, the homeless support sys-
tem has expanded by 220 per-
cent.
The number of meal allot-
ment services and soup
kitchens quadrupled in central
cities, from 97,000 meals served
on an average day in 1987, to
382,100 meals in 1996.Another
nearly 188,000 meals are dis-
tributedoutside central cities.
New sources of funding-and
methods of assistance
have led to the creation
of approximately
274,000 transitional
and permanent housing
units, with nearly
608,000 beds available.
This signifies a shift in
priorities from develop-
ing emergency shelters
to more _permanent
housing; the number of
emergency shelters
grew by only 21 per-
cent in the past 12
years.
Other homeless
services have increased
as well, including drop-
in centers, outreach
programs, legal aid,
physical and mental health, and
alcohol, drug, and AIDS/HIV
services.
These figures are -based on
.~nformation taken from the
1996 U.S. Census National
Survey of Homeless Assistance
Providers and Clients
(NSHAPC), which covers
urban, suburban, and rural
areas. The Federal Interagency
Council- on the Homeless later
shared some" interpretive data
from the NSHAPC, but did not
release population ,esti.mates.
Burt and Aron-of'- the, Urban
Institute developed thepopula-
tion figures in January.
'The growth of the home-
less assistance network can be
considered a success story from
the point of view of the home-
less people who are now receiv-
ing services," Burt said.
"But ... preventing homeless-
ness in a booming economy. is
an ongoing chalIen~"
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Womell's.ski,team, neW Business
buildlng may be on horizon
Student body president sketches out current issues
by Nate Peterson
ASBSU President
Greetings, fellowstudents!
, As ASBSUpresident, I would
like to report to you on the cur-
rent operations of the university
and subsequent issues that affect
students.
Several discussions including
the future of female athletics at
Boise State University, planned
expansion and investment in
campus services and facilities,
and parking are among the lead-
ing issues on campus.
The Intercollegiate Athletic
Advisory Committee is explor-
ing the possibility of adding
another women's sport. The cur-
rent committee consensus is to
add women's varsity skiing.
Ideally,the natural choice is con-
sidered to be adding women's
softball, but lack of facilities and
budget constraints deem it eco-
nomicallyunfeasibleat this time.
The five year plan for expan-
sion formulated under Provost
and Vice President of Academic
AffairsDaryl Jones most notably
includes the construction of a
new College of Business and
Economics on University Drive
where the Physical Plant is cur-
rently located.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Peg Blake is currently
researching ideas for future
investment in residential hous-
ing.
With much excitement I
would like to inform you that
Dean of Enrollment Services
Mark Wheeler has told me web
registration will becomea reality
at BSUsometimewithin this aca-
demicyear.
Due to the growing concern
of students in regards to park-
ing, I have recently seen that the
Parking and Transportation
Committee meetings be moved
to the ASBSUForum. As a pub-
lic meeting, I believed that the
Forum would be an ideal venue
for public comment and partici-
pation.
Iencourage any students with
parking concerns to attend this
meeting and voicetheir opinions.
Several issues will be discussed
that will directly affectthe opera-
tions on tl.e "ampus and hence
the students. It is my opinion
that a necessary requisite to
sound democratic policy-making
is the diversity of opinion.
If you have a question or con-
cern regarding this issue or oth-
ers, please contact the ASBSU
offices located in the student
union building,or call me at 1<26-
11<40.
by Mike Klinkhamer
ASBSU Senator fOr Arts and Sciences
ASBSU is here to help you
Well, here we are in yet another semester for the fall term: forsome of you just another set of classes and others going
"what-the-hell-am-I-doing-here?"
Well, join the club! Been there, done that! Hang in there though
'cause itwill get better; that I can promise you. . '
Allow me to introduce myself. My name isMike Klinkhamer and
I'm your (yes, I said 'your') Arts and Sciences senator in ASBSU.
Why 'your'? Well, you voted me here! I'm just one of the many
representatives 'you' have while you're here at Boise State. If you
belong to one of the numerous organizations on campus, or Just
individually, I and my fellow senators are here to help in any way
we can.
, We sit on numerous boards and committees throughout the
campus right next to administrators and faculty who help make the
rules that govern you while you're here. Have a complaint about a
grade or professor? Want to see a change for the better in some-
thing you presume wrong around the campus? Does your club or
organization need some support or funds? Well, those are some of
the many reasons we're here. You.
Every other week I'll be doing an 'expose' or story on a particu-
lar senator within ASBSU to help identity who you've got working
for you and just what ASBSU is all about. We'll list any bill, reso-
lution, or memorial that happens to come through the Senate and
try and explain how or why something mayor may not affect you.
Also, if you have any questions about anything, feel free to send
us your questions and we'll try to get them answered and printed
as soon as possible. '
Speak No Evil
he" (or vice versa) takes a little
extra time, but just think of all
the typing muscles you're
How can otherwise
intelligent people
justify the use of an
unapologetically
masculine term to
encompass aU of
humanity?
sculpting. I' guarantee they'll
come in handy during the next
four or five years.
Besides, let's assume a female
sex for the professor for whom
you pen one of these literary
masterpieces. In a 1978 study
performed by Wendy Martyna
on 40 Stanford students,
respondents almost always
identified the universal "he" as
representing, well" "hims."
Exclusively. I don't know about
you, but I'm not willing to run
the risk of alienating my female
professor from the scope of my
literary genius.
Tip number two: It just
makes my skin crawl to hear
learned, progressive people
spout off about "mankind" and
"his" achievements. How can
otherwise intelligent people
justify the use of an unapolo-
getically masculine term to
encompass all of humanity? I
can't even allow the space-effi-
ciency argument to justify it; I
mean sheesh, how much more
difficult is it to add. an "hu" to
the beginning of "mankind"?
As one professor explained it
:Gt
at come bearing gifts.Small gifts, really onlyshreds of advice, but in
this race to Christmas vacation,
we need all the help we can get,
right?
I offer you tips on how to
.phrase specific aspects of your
papers. Oh, sure, it seems like
small taters, but trust me, my
words of wisdom just may help .
you bridge your professors'
gaps between the "Pi.' papers and
the not-so-X' ones.
Tip number one: Remember
that universal "he" your third-
grade teacher explained saved
time and space, the one that
supposedly makes "she and he"
redundant? Trash it, or, for
those of you computer-savvy
technophiles, throw it into the
recycle bin. Sentences such as,
'When a child grows up, he will
experience tremendous' gender
anxiety" just don't cut it in aca-
demia. Oh sure, writing, "she or
to me, we wouldn't say, '~s a
mammal, mankind nourishes
his newborns with the mother's
milk secreted from his nipples."
If we feel awkward discussing
the functionality of mankind's
menstrual patterns and nursing
habits, how can ..we honestly
expect him to represent all of.
us in our male and female splen-
dor?
Watch your textbooks very
carefully; bit by bit, we're slip-
ping those gendered words
onto our endangered species
list.
Tip number three: Start reo-
ognizing all of the areas, most
of them not· nearly as overt as
"he" and "mankind," in which
masculine terms purport to
embrace the whole of humani-
ty. For instance, during my
journey from rosy-cheeked
freshman to chest-puffed recipi-
r:r-.:.
.'
Th
Another semester dawnsanew. Unless you've man-
aged to stuff your schedule full
of math and physics courses,
this newborn semester repre-
sents countless opportunities
for our professors to ply us with
painful writing assignments.
From a lengthy research paper
analyzing the use of time and
space in Shakespeare's A Winter
Tale to a detailed explanation of
the digestive functions of the
canary. our instructors leave no
topic untouched, no opportuni-
ty for escape unblocked.
As a person who has written
enough essays and research
papers to fill a prison library, I continued pg.23
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Your money, your health, your privacy
is between you, your doctor and
your health insurance company.
It is no. one else's business.
Although I believe that most
Idahoans agree with me on this,
there was substantial organized
opposition to my bill.
The legislature decided an in-
depth review was needed and
created a special committee to
examine the privacy issue. .The
committee will meet on Monday,
September 11 in the Capitol.
Representative Celia Gould, the
committee co-chair, has indicat-
ed she hopes to hear from Idaho
consumers at this meeting.
In the end, I think the legisla-
ture will address these privacy
issues. The key question is
whether Idaho will adopt an opt-
in system, which puts Idahoans
in control pf their personal
information, or an opt-out sys-
tem. The answer may depend
largely on whether Idaho con-
sumers make their preferences
known.
We also learned that many of
the independent local and
regional banks have not provid-
ed customer information to
solicitors and at least one of the
largest banks, Bank of America,
has rejected these practices.
The American Banker magazine
quotes Hugh L. McColl Jr.,
Bank of America' chairman and
CEO, "We will not share, sell, or
otherwise disclose customer
information to third party
organizations," Mr. McColl
said. "Opt-in, opt-out, restrict
it, or prohibit it. We simply
don't care, because we don't do
it anyway." Mr. McColl's per-
spective is refreshing and
encouraging.
It seems to me that your
health and your wealth are no
one's business but your own. If
you have a mortgage ora cer-
tificate of deposit, that is
between you' and your banker.
It is no one else's business. If
you have cancer or diabetes, that
ing that this bank had trans-
ferred confidential information
on some 900,000 customers to a
telemarketer. According to the
"contract, the bank was to
receive 22% of the telemar-
keter's gross revenue, with a
ininimumguarantee of $3.75
million. The bank, which has
substantially improved its pri-
vacy policies, ultimately settled
with Minnesota. My office con-
tinues to negotiate toward a set-
tlement with the bank.
It would be an understate-
ment to say that the Idahoans
who filed complaints about the
withdrawals were shocked
when they" learned their bank
had provided their account
numbers. I have to admit I
shared their sense of disbelief.
As my office continued to
study the issue, we learned that
this was not an isolated inci-
dent. Rather, many of the
largest banks in the United
States had similar contracts.
vidual and relates to his or her
ailments and illnesses, medical
condition, and prescribed med-
ications or treatments. (You can
read HB 595 on the legislature's
Internet site.)
I developed this proposal
after my Consumer Protection
Unit received complaints from
Idahoans concerning automatic
withdrawals from their check-
ing accounts. The consumers
were especially concerned
because they had never given
their account number to the
company making the with-
drawals.
It turned out that the con-
sumers' bank, pursuant to a
contractual arrangement, had
provided this company with
their names, phone numbers,
checking account numbers and
quite a bit more personal infor-
mation.
About the same time, the
Attorney General of
Minnesota filed a lawsuit, alleg-
byAlLance
IdahO Attorney General
Lastwinter I asked the legis-lature to consider enacting
a new law to give Idahoans con-
trol of their most sensitive and
personal information. The bill I
presented (HB 595) would
require banks and others to
obtain your permission before
they sell specific financial and
medical information about you
for use in commercial solicita-
tions. This approach, requiring
advance consent, is known as
"opt-in,"
The bill covered nonpublic
financial information'. Which
identifies an individual and
includes account numbers, cred-
it card numbers, account bal-
ances, certificate" of deposit
amounts and similar specific
information. It also covered
nonpublic personal health infor-
mation which identifies an indi-
t,
Speeding fine makes student feel lawmakers care
more about special interests than they do about him
live under a government which
doesn't trust its citizens to
make wise decisions for them-
selves, and in some cases that's
practical. But when a supposed-
ly democratic government itself
makes erroneous, unethical, and
dishonest decisions, and doesn't
let its citizens rectify those
errors, something has gone
horribly wrong. These aren't
exactly new sentiments or
ideas, but they are things that
need to be addressed in a public
forum, and the Boise City
Council sure as hell isn't going
to be receptive to these con-
cerns.
If anyone knows of an
organization that meets to dis-
cuss what can be done to pro-
mote true democracy in our
community as well as other per-
tinent social issues, or wants to
start some kind of group that
does, email me atjtoweill@hot-
mail.com. Thanks.
nothing but a sick joke.
Neither of the major parties
represents my views, and I don't
believe the"candidates they put
forth for me to choose from are
qualified to hold positions of
such great power. Ironically, the
revolution that started this
country happened in part
because the citizens of Britain
who lived here were being taxed
(and probably receiving exces-
sive fines!) without any sort of
'real' representation in
Parliament. Is that not what is
happening here, in the United
States, right now? Our repre-
sentative form of 'democracy' is
not representing me, and mil-
lions of others, at all. Shouldn't
I be exempt from paying taxes,
or fines, since I have little or no
control over where that"money
goes? Should I honor the
authority of a government
which tightly screens potential
jurors in case' they might be
biased in some way, but doesn't
prevent a candidate with explic-
it ties to large oil"corporations
from becoming president? We
them the money, whether I
agree or not. I don't agree with
the law in this matter,and I
believe that fairer traffic laws
could be implemented.
This is obviously not the
biggest miscarriage of justice
that has occurred in the history
of our legal system, but it is an
example that illustrates a far
bigger problem. I as a citizen
have virtually no ability to
change laws that I find unfair or
ridiculous, nor do I have "the
power to help implement new
laws. I am so far removed from
the decision-making process
that I'm more subject than citi-
zen.
The leaders who supposedly
represent me don't share my
views, and even at the local
level, especially in Idaho, my
vote hardly counts for anything,
since I disagree with most of
the conservative ideas that hold
clout here.
And at the state and national
levels, the notion that I have
any sort of real influence over
the laws' that govern' me is
approximately eight hours of
my time at work, minus taxes.
It will also cause my insurance
rates torise, and put 'points' on
my driving record, which if
accumulated, could cause me to
lose my license. "
I receive all of this for doing
something that harmed no one,
didn't cause any inconvenience
to anyone, and considering the
conditions, was probably much
less dangerous than floating the
Payette River. In this case, my
penalty was unnecessary and
excessive. Of course, it is 'the
law', and I broke it. But was the
law really just in this case?
According to the ninth
amendment to the
Constitution, I have the right
not to have excessive fines
imposed on me, though this
argument would most likely not
hold up in court, no matter how
skilled an orator I was. I have
no recourse against this matter
- I'm not entitled to a trial by
jury, and according to the law, I
was in the wrong. In other
words I'm going to have to pay
Opinion by Jim Toweill
Arbiter staff writer
At 1 a.m. on Aug. 22, I was. driving down Front Street
on my way home from having
coffeewith a friend. The weath-"
er was clear, the road was. dry,
there weren't more than two or
three. cars within 400 feet of
me, and none of those was in
adjacent lanes. The freeway
connector was a few blocks
away, and according to my
speedometer I was exceeding
the posted limit by about eight
or nine mph. I'm sure you can
guess what happened next. An
officer flashed her lights; I
pulled over and was issued a
citation for going 11 miles over
the 35-mph limit. The ticket
will cost me $53.
At this point you might be
thinking, 'So what? This hap-
pens every day?' Yeah, these
incidents do happen every day,
.and there's something very
wrong with that.
That ticket will cost me
; -- * ' ,-- "- ~.
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MeIagree with...
So easy, Jesus Freaks, easy
by Dudly Bowman
Arbiter administrative assistant
Though I could never passfor a theologian; I was
raised going to church and have
my own quiet Christian beliefs.
That's it. Period. So why arc all
of the "I agree with Andrew"
proselytes trying tl\ convert
me? Though I'm definitely not
on their team, I'm on the same
side - so why won't they get
ofr me?
In the last week, the "I agree
with Andrew" pamphlets, mes-
sages, and grafliti have hit Boise
State. From what I hear hap-
pened at other college campus-
es (and forgive me if I botch a
few details), the basic plot has
the "Andrew" marketing cam-
paign gradually building on
itself: culminating with some
sort of church group meeting
that is designed to recruit more
followers.
So why do I care? Because I
find it both annoying and
insulting. Just like the lady at
the store who refuses to let me
get past her without making me
take a sample arid engaging me
in conversation about her prod-
uct, the Jesus freaks insist on
pinning me down and preach-
ing the good word. If I wanted
in on your group, I would
already be there - so quit
bothering me. I'm trying to get
to class. Moreover, by recruit-
ing me with the intention of
reshaping my spirituality, the
'Andrew" people are implicitly
telling me that my current spir-
ituality is wrong. Don't they see
how insolent that is? Most peo-
ple I know have a personal rela-
tionship with their spirituality
and don't feel a need to broad-
cast it any more than they feel a
need to broadcast their tinnily's
net worth. So why won't the
"Andrew" guys take the hint
and get current?
And getting back to that
supermarket lady - at least she
is doing her marketing in a
murkct place. The main thing
that annoys me about the
'Andrew" kids is how invasive
they are. In fact, I really didn't
get that annoyed until I was sit-
ting in class and read their one-
liner boxed-in on the dry erase
board with "Please do not
erase" around the border.
I mean, come on, can they at
least cut me some slack when
I'm in class? Sure, they have
every right to their freedom of
speech and I'm not suggesting
that there is anything wrong
with using the vehicles other
campus groups use (i.e, posters
and paid advertisements, which
are also' heing used in the
"Andrew" campaign). But how
about augmenting that freedom
with a little good taste by
refraining from the frequent
bench-top oratories in front of
the Business building? How
about not coming up to me
when lam obviously studying
outside (yes it happened - when
a test was 10 minutes away) and
pressil~g me to come to one of
your meetings? How about .
continued from pg.21
ent of a bachelor's degree, I
only truly felt a sense of fratcr-
nity with those who 'used gen-
der-inclusive Ianguage. Didn't
catch them, did you? First of
all, I was never a "freshMAN,"
although my elderly brain does
seem to vaguely recall snatches
from that first-year stretch.
Secondly, although still blissful-
Iy nuptially-challcngcd, I am
not a bachelor and don't consid-
er my degree to represent my
bachelorhood.
Lastly, as the third of my
poor mother's four girls, I know
nothing about having or acting
as a brother. I therefore can't
really claim any experience
with fi'aternal feelings (from the
Latin "frater," meaning "broth-
er"),
'Oh God; I can hear you say,
'I've been swallowed by the
dreaded PC monster.' No more
universal "he," "mankind" or
"brotherhood"? Jeez, lady,
howzabout we just stop refer-
ring to "congressmen," "man-
ning a project" or "manholes"?
\Vhew! Now you're getting the
hang of it!
Granted, not all of your pro-
fi-ssors will recoinize your
scrupulous efforts to include
both sexes, Give them a lew
years. Call it PC, call it g-ender
representation, call it exploring
one of communication's broad-
est frontiers, but the trend for
gender equity in speech march-
es steadily onward, You can
gamble that your professors
haven't yet jumped onboard
this particular bandwagon, but
why chance it?
If the greedy part of you
feels unmoved by my argument,
let me slap an ethical one on
you. As Kristie Fleclienstein
states in her journal article
"Images, Words, and Narrative
Epistemology," words serve as
metaphors for the ideas and
objects they represent. As a
result, language helps shape
their interpretation as its
vocabulary represents the
physical, emotional, spiritual
and intellectual space of both
women and men. By using
masculine words and pretend-
ing male and female represen-
tation, we 'symbolically
exclude women fi'OI11the phys-
ical and psychological span:
these words symbolize.
Or, as Dianne Rothleder
says in her journal article
"Disappearing," "Language is
alien to women. They disap-
pear in a sense or never really
appear as themselves in Ian-
gLlage."
Or, f()!' those motivated by
the carrot of a ~3-to-1~point
GPA, why take a chance?
Don't let your language choic-
es drag you down the doomed
path of the dodo.
In fact, close your eyes and
visualize yourself receiving
. that baccalaureate degree
sumllUl cum laude while basking
in the spirit of unity, confident
that you've done your part to
include a variety of groups
from the vast arena of human-
ity.
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leaving me alone?
Not that I would ever do.it,
but how would the 'Andrew"
people like it if I adopted their
tactics with Satan being my
muse? Red pamphlets with
horns everywhere, newspaper
ads with obscure tag lines try-
ing to drum up interest, me
pressing smaller copies of said
pamphlets into their hands in
between classes saying, "Hey
man, I know what you're think-
ing but I swear, last year this
guy invited me to a Satan meet-
ing in his basement and it real-
ly changed my life. I mean, it
just opened my eyes to a lot of
things out there, You know, it's
cool, \\'e just ...um .... sit around,
h;ing out, talk 'about our rela-
tionship with Satan ...You know,
the good stulf you ought to
come by."
And how would they like it
ncx t when, after they 'politely
say that they're either not inter-
ested or that theill think about
it, I won't get the lllessage but
press further by introducing
myseJf and ashing them
if/where they go to worship
Satan? They probably wouldn't
like it too much because if they
were interested in Satan, they
would've already been in that
basement.
With that said, I'm sure that
most everyone at "Andrew"
headquarters means well and
are pleasant enough. In fact,
though way too persistent,the
envoys that have approached
me do seem really nice. So I
don't despise them by any
means. I just wish they would
step the program back a little
and let their cause breathe. I
have no doubt that the people
that want to find the 'Andrew"
group will. In the meantime,
how about not coining' up to me
after I just finished writing the
first draft of this and just
stepped out of the computer lab
(which also happened)? How
about not writing stuff on the
boards in the classrooms? How
about not trying to trick people
with one-line marl\eting ploys,
instead of being forthright
about who you are and what
you do? After all, I don't
remember reading anything in
the Bible about deceptive adver-
tising.
Rx for Academic "Success
!
Participating in student organizations
eases feelings of isolation, loneliness
Opinion by John Threet, Senior Editor
Don't tell me there is nothing to do at Boise State University.
On the Quadrangle, as this issue is being distributed Wednesday, 50 campus
or!!,'anizations and clubs are olll'ring a look at their or!!,'<\Ilizations.And an addi-
tiona! 110 clubs and organizations are listed in the pamphlet "Get Involved"
each student should have received. in the mail. Not to mention the over ·t() com-
mittee 'openings available through ASBSU.
Assistant Director of Student Activities Hobert Meyer said students some-
times have feelings of loneliness and detachment he~e at BSU.
"I believe one of our retention problems is students connecting to oth,:rs,
whether faculty or other students," he said.
I coul~ not agree more, One of the great experiences of college life occurs
jn (·stablis\ling lifelong friendships with fellow students ..And getting to know
the filcult): advisers helps establish bonds outside the classroom.
As Meyer puts it, 'Through campus organizations students achieve the
sense of belonging and the friendships which help them carry through the lour
years,"
Belonging to a campus organization directly benefit, your mental health, in
my opinion, The common bonds of our shared experiences, as like-minded peo-
ple find each other through common interests and hobbies, aids our personal
growth.
Sitting alone, whenyou could be enjoying the companionship and sense of
accomplisbment campus organizations can bring, is missing out on one of the
great experiences of campus life. " f/
As Meyer says, "Create your own experience."
Do yourself a favor and enhance your likelihood of academic success. Join'
an organization!
._ ..•.•• _ _c, .••• _ :_. ," .~., .~_. _~. . ._~_: ._. -.----....-~,..,.-- .L--,'
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Renowned Inuit
artist to visit'
campus today
I
l
!
l
;'
1)<.
Kenojuak Ashevak, one of the most renowned artists amongthe Inuit people of Canada, will give two presentations on
campus today (Wednesday).
Jimmy Manning, an Inuit printmaker, artist and director of
the West Baffin Eskimo Cooperative, will join her. Manning
will also act as a translator for Ashevak, who speaks the
Inuktitut language.
The visit by Manning and Ashevak, who is considered one of
Canada's national treasures, will highlight the closing week of'
the 'l\rctic Spirit" Inuit art exhibit on campus. Works by
Ashevak and Manning are part of the exhibition, which was
designed for and loaned to Boise State by Seattle art collector
John Price.
Ashevak, Manning and Price will give a tour of 'Arctic
Spirit" at 2 p.m. today in the Visual Arts Center Gallery 1 in
the Liberal Arts Building. At 7 p.m. in the Student Union, they
will speak about Inuit art and the artists' cooperative at Cape
Dorset on Baffin Island.
Born into a nomadic arctic camp in 1927, Ashevak became
one of the most prominent artists to emerge from the Inuit
culture. Her prints, drawings and sculptures, reflecting her
vision of Eskimo life, nature and mythology, have been featured
in exhibitions throughout the world. She has received many of
Canada's highest' honors, including an honorary doctorate from
Queens University in 1991.
Both presentations are free and open to the public. Parking
for the afternoon presentation is available in the visitor lot in
front of the Administration Building or the new parking
garage off University Drive between Brady and Earle streets.
For the evening event, the new visitor parking lot behind the
Student Union is recommended.
The 'Arctic Spirit" exhibition will run 9 a.m.-6 p.m. week-
days and noon - 5 p.m. Saturdays, through Friday. '
. r-,
Exhibition I?Y
London artist
JohnAtkin .
opens Friday
-Complied by Arbiter Staff
--...- ,-~
friend over for a seance.
Unsatisfied with the
progress she makes in contact-
ing the ghost, Pfeiffer delves
into witchcraft - which, as any-
one could guess, is a big mis-
take. Her meddling allows .the
ghost to gain power and the
plot to coagulate. The belliger-
ent spirit is that of a girl who
died - through murder or sui-
cide - after having an affair
with Ford. .
As entertainment, What Lies
Beneath gets full points. The
interwoven stories add some'
intellectual suspense to the
more emotional suspense ram-
pantly present throughout the
film. A trifle over-long, it keeps
up the pace and the suspense.
admirably. Frightening - and
sometimes grotesque - visual
effects are sprinkled from
beginning to end, artistically
spaced to allow one to crawl
into her skin before being
forced tojump out of it again.
If 'the objective of this
movie was to keep the viewer
scared, it succeeded with flying
colors. When I got home, I had
to turn on the Cartoon
Network to get the ghoulies
out of'my mind (and n:tybath-
room). Laugh if you want; 1
o already told you I was a coward.
If, however, the objective of
this movie was to be innovative
and cerebral, it fell a little short.
Most major plot points were
reasonably predictable; in fact,
by the final half hour I was
tempted to believe the movie
was merely a remix of existing
Hitchcock stories. (My
boyfriend pointed out the
parallel bathtub obsessions,
calling What Lies Beneath a
horizontal Psycho.)
I can't believe anyone could
have been surprised by the end-
ing, but following an hour of
cartoons and a good night's
sleep, I do believe that What
Lies Beneath is one of the best
movies to cross the silver
screen so far this year.
work. Her marriage fraying,
her close relationship with her
daughter severed by distance,
and alone in their old, renovat-
ed house, Pfeiffer busies herself
by spying on the feuding couple
next door.
Men, if you
want 130
minutes of
.vour date
hanging onto
you for dear
life, this is the
movie for you.
Events transpire which can-
not be revealed without spoil-
ing the subplot, and soon
creepy little things start hap-
pening around the house. The.
family dog gets spooked and
runs away,leaving Pfeiffer com-
o pletely alone while her hu,sband
works late into the night. Then
there's a scene involving a bath-
tub - you've all seen the pre-
views - at which point all the
guys in the theater begin to
reap the rewards of their $15
investment. Cue the Alfred
Hitchcock Presents theme song. (I
spent the remainder of the
movie debating with my
- boyfriend under my breath.)
Was Pfeiffer's character
preternaturally brave or inordi-
nately stupid? For a woman
with tourniquet-taut nerves,
she seems to have precious little
problem with barging in on
paranormal activity and con-
fronting apparently malevolent
ghosts. In her position, I would
have moved out of that house
in the first 20 minutes of the
movie.
She, on the other hand, not
only stays alone in the haunted
house, but brings her eccentric
Horror flick wimp never the
less revels in What Lies'Seneath
Bathtub scene is like a horizontal Psycho
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by Kate Hoffman
the Arbzter
Ihadmy doubts about-subject-ing myself to a 10 o'clock
showing of What Lies Beneath.
The sort of person who gets so
nervous she yells hopeless
advice to characters in old
slasher flicks, I skipped every
movie in the Scream school of
blood, jolts, and high-intensity
sound tracks. Flesh-crawling,
jumping-out-of-one's-skin,
who-you-gonna-call? movies
always make me wish I'd stayed
home with a good book - espe-
cially later that night when. I
try to fall asleep.
Everything I had heard
about this film led me to believe
it was the most frightening
movie made in years - a signifi-
cant feat, considering the
wealth of horror flicks recently
running the cinematic gauntlet.
So how did I end up in a
packed Theater 16 scrambling
for a pair of seats for this very
showi', Simple:' my boyfriend
made me go, and in retrospect I
carne to understand why. .
Men, if you want ISOmin-
utes, of your date hanging
onto you for dear life, this is
the movie for you. Looking
around the theater during lulls
in the plot, I found practically
every female viewer had been
almost surgically attached to
her date's armpit.
What Lies Beneath manages
An exhibition of drawings and abstract "pendulum" sculp- to play on the fears of today'stures by London-based artist John Atkin opened with a cynical young viewers without
reception Friday evening in the Visual Arts Center Gallery 2 in stooping to butcher knife-
the Hemingway Center. wielding maniacs dressed in K-
Atkin is program leader in sculpture at Loughborough mart Halloween costumes.
University College of Art and Design in London. His work has When the movie opens,
been featured in numerous one-person and group exhibitions genetic scientistHarrison Ford
throughout Europe, Australia and the United States. and a somewhat creepy-looking
Atkin's exhibition is sponsored by the Boise State art depart- Michelle Pfeiffer, as his anxious
ment's Visiting Artist Lecture Series. wife, are seeing off her daugh-
The exhibition will continue through Nov. 10.Gallery hours ter (from a previous marriage)
are 9 a.m.-6 p.m. weekdays and noon-s p.m. Saturday. Parking r~0~.:t0college. Despite their initial
is available in the visitor lots in front of the Administration :'/:i~::ili!~.gh.~at having some, ah-hem,
Building and behind the Student Union. . : '::~q9~til)Ie alone together, it
soohbecomes obvious Ford is
overly preoccupied with his
�---_._'----~-_ ..
;-.';".~
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Here's Boise's best beer and wineRlac~s
. -
A quick tour and a cab home
time I am pretty tame. (I have
by Megan Marchetti been accused of laughing too
the Arbiter loudly, but I don't think you can
ever laugh too loud.) I look for-
ward to seeing who has their dog
at the bar, and it is fascinating to
watch who goes home with
whom.
I checked out a -few other
downtown bars this summer.
"Research" is what I told my
boyfriend when I left the house. I
went to J.T. Toad's and the serv-
ice was great, the beer reasonably
priced, and my companions
relayed to me that the drinks
were strong ..... enough to make
you piss whiskey." Overall, the
people were not what I would call
lame, but I just do not have
enough brand name clothing to
hang out there.
Leaving the "toadstool" was a
whole other experience. My
friend and I were grabbed,
shoved, pinched and catcalled
trying to vacate the block.
... ,
Ido not drink hard liquor; itmakes me narrow-minded and
contemptible, even more so than
I already am. But beer - beer and
I are old pals. The cheaper the
beer the more appropriate, in my
book. Miller and Olympia are
choice selections on my menu.
Since Lhave been able to get
into bars I have always frequent-
ed the Neurolux: I used to like
the old Balcony, not to dismiss
the new Balcony, but all those
flashing lights and dressed-up
people send me into a seizure
after my third beer.
So for me it 's the Neurolux,
filled with people who are not
afraid to tell you exactly what
they think, if they are not too
drunk to remember what that is.
Granted, if I were to buy beer
at Albertsons and bring it home
it might be cheaper than drinking
at the bar. If I were to buy beer
at Winco it would be cheaper.
Hell, buying milk at Stinker is
cheaper than at Albies. But hon-
estly, I just do not like to clean
up the mess I. make when I
drink, Finishing a beer. and
having a new one appear with-
out having to get up and go to
the fridge is just extravagant.
Please do not get confused; it
is not that I get out of control
every time I go out. Most of the
Earn money and marketing
experience! The nation's
leader in college marketing is
seeking an energetic,
entrepreneurial student to
promote products-and events
on campus .
...Great earnings
...Set your own hours
...Part-time
...No sales involved
...5-10 hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA
800.487.2434 Ext.4652
campusrep""americanpassage.com
Somehow we survived and made
it to the Blues Bouquet The
"bucket," as I have always heard it
called, was tim. It was hard to
get a drink though. It. took
almost SO minutes to get our
first drinks, and we never even
got a chance to get a second
round.
The "cock" tailor we had pre-
tended almost like we did not
exist and would give us a brief
glance and serve his friends. Too
bad -everyone I was with also
worked for tips and he would
-have gotten a fat tip if he had
graced us with his presence. So,
back to the Neurolux we went
and damn, did it feel like home!
If you are looking to impress
a date and you like wine, try the
Ghape Escape on the corner of
at and Idaho. The outdoor
patio is very romantic at night,
decorated with twinkling lights .
and with blankets that are big
enough to share.
Another worthy bet for alone
-time with. that someone special
is Bar Gernika. You will not find
faster or more affectionate serv-
ice than the gang at Gernika.·
Mulligans •will fit the bill if. you
want a rowdy night on the town,
and they have a "unique" jukebox
to say the least. _
If the downtown scene is not
yo~ gig, then try Lucky IS on
IS Street in the North End.
They have wine by the glass or
carafe and eight varied selections
on tap. They also have a varie-
gated selection of bottled beers.
Lucky IS sports a fantastic patio
and some of the best people-
watching this side of Mountain
Home. I know quite a few
impressive couples who had their
first date at the old LIS. For a
first date, the other people are the
perfect spark for conversation
starters, and hopefully a fire that
will'continue to burn. (Wow, that
is the cheekiest thing I have ever
written.)
I guess I should get to the
"cheap" point. Bars can be quite
a bit of fun. As far as "cheap"
drinks go, the Neurolux, 10th
Street Station, Lucky IS and the
Interlude can not be beat!
The one thing I will never
understand, though, is the
rationale I· hear almost everyone
use. "I cannotaffurd to take a
cab," B.S.! If you can afford to
drink, then you can afford a
taxi.
It is' especially affordable for
those students who live in
Chaffee Hall. From what I have
been told, everyone who lives in
that dorm can get free cab rides
from downtown' to campus from -
IOp.m. until 2 a.m. Fridays and
Saturdays.
Correct me if I am wrong (I
am not a math major), but if you
were to pay $6 for a cab ride
home, that's cheaper than a
$2,000 fine for a nu.I., is it not?
Correct me again but my life,
your life. and the life of innocent
automobilists are worth more
than six bucks right? So what is
the problem??!!
Bolse State University
Student Activities presents
TFSLL
,.,,..
aero .aero
IlMeI That
food, prizes.musk and more
(In conjunction with the Student Programs Board Fall Funk)
for more info call 426-1223 TTY
IlCl19 STATE UNIWRSITY
~
STUDENTU~
ANDAcnYmes
wednesday
september 13th
10-2 pm in the quad
*over 80 student organizations and campus departments
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Def Leppard ..rocks
morns and dads at
the amphitheatre
by Jim Toweill
the Arbzter
Thousands of middle-aged men and women converged on theIdaho Center amphitheatre Thursday night to watch a lite-
metal act, Def Leppard, perform their time-honored superhits and
a few new tunes as well.
Actually, there were also a few people under so, but they didn't
quite attract as much attention as their mothers and fathers, many
of whom were dressed in tight-fitting '80s rock garb. Viva la
Reagan-era.
The crowd wasn't extremely excited for the little-known open-
ing band, the Unband. Most of the audience stayed seated, or
walked to the concessions stand to procure a low-grade alcoholic
" beverage. "
Despite the low-key response, the Unband kicked out jams in
the vein of Motorhead and the MeS, complete with lots of dirty
guitar solos, faux British accents, and a lot of tongue-in-cheek
rock posturing. The band enjoyed themselves immensely. It's a
shame their energy and humor were lost on the seemingly baffled
and uninterested listeners.
Things livened up all across the board when Britain's Def
Leppard hit the stage. For a bunch of 4Q-somethings, these dudes
can shake their asses around pretty damn good. Singer Joe Elliott
is still one mobile rno' fo'- he makes Mick Jagger look like the
old man he is -:- and he's still got the voice to back up the moves.
Drummer Rick Allen plays with just one arm, but you couldn't
tell by listening to him. There were no elaborate stage props, but
the extensive light show was particularly effective outdoors, since
everything was almost pitch black when the bulbs weren't on.
Def Leppard played some cuts off of their newest album,
Euphoria; plus some older ballads and rockers, and the songs were
all well-received. But the atmosphere became much more intense
toward the end of the set when they brought out the big guns.
The Leppard posse saved all their most crowd-pleasing hits for
last: 'i\rmageddonit," "Pour Some Sugar on Me," "Rock of Ages,"
and the 'encore, "Let's Get Rocked," . "
A sea of fists, pumping in rhythm with the beat, could be seen
rising above gyrating bodies and mouths screaming along with
the lyrics to these ageless hair metal anthems. Itwas as if the
spirit of 1987 had descended on Nampa, Idaho.for a few brief
moments. Itwas spiritual, it was magical, it was sublime - in a
sweaty, tight-leather-and-hairspray sort of way
JUNKYARD JEANS
1725 BROADWAY
389·2094
Cash for"used Levi SO"5
A/ohas. Overalls. Cords. Bellbottoms
and much more
vvvvvv.junkyardjeans.com
Only your dad wears neW Levi's!
"
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Classic Neil Young rocks 'em, all
Concert's performers and audience span thegenercitions
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Bring It On is new
1001< at",cheerleaders
The Arbiter
Dahl Rah! Sis-Boom-Bah! That's right! I actually saw the num-
Ll.:ber one movie in the country this week. Bring it On! is a movie
about cheerleaders ... and I liked it?
I Granted, there are sexy, young girls bouncing around in tight
mini-skirts, But, I also appreciated it as an unbiased movie critic.
From the first scene I could tell that this movie wasn't exactly what
I thought it would be.
, The movie opens at a pep rally, focusing on the cheerleaders' per-
formance. But these weren't the cheers that I heard in high school.
These cheers are completely absorbing, detailing why these cheer-
leaders are better than everyone else.. .it was hilarious!
That's what made the movie good. The filmmakers recognized
the stereotypes of cheerleaders (i.e, they are dumb, the men are
homosexual) and slapped those stereotypes in the face. The irony
thing is that even I came away with a new appreciation for cheer-
leaders.
'The focus is the national cheerleading competition. If you're up
late and turn on ESPN 2, you could catch one. If you've seen these,
you no doubt can appreciate the athleticism that is displayed.
Bring It On! while making fun of the stereotypes of cheerlead-
ers, shows the utmost respect for their athletic abilities, which are
often ignored. The dichotomy between stereotype and reality is so
well done in the movie, that it earns four pompoms out of a possi-
ble five. So, L-E-T-S-G-O, let's go, let's go see Bring It On!
opening band, Tegan and Sara,
a pair of 19-year-old acoustic-
guitar-wielding twin sisters, did
a great job of getting the crowd
''You're probably all thinking, warmed up and prepared for the.
, 'How do a bunch of 5D-year- Pretenders.
oIds keep doing this'?" Hynde and company blasted
exclaimed Chrissie Hynde of through a no-frills set of rock
the Pretenders between songs. tunes that had many in the
"Or you might be thinking; crowd standing up and shaking
'How do they still look so . their arses around. The audi-
good?" She said it was the veg- ence was fairly diverse, consist-
etarian diet, but it might well ing of so-something hippies,
have been heroin and formalde- 4O-something hippies, 7D-some-
hyde cocktails. thing hippies, and all ages of
Her comments were pretty the non-hippie persuasion.
dead-on, though, not only for Regardless of age" they all
her band, but also for Neil clapped and hollered with
Young (whose last name must excitement as the legendary
be some kind of prophecy) and Young took the stage to begin
his six-piece backing band, his set. His presence was easy-
which included his wife and sis- going, yet strangely charismatic
ter. and commanding, and his voice
The Idaho Center Arena was warm, passionate, somehow
filled almost to capacity Friday haunting at times.
night to witness these two sets Even though he'd been
of classic artists perform. The singing some of these songs for
by Brian Holler
by Jim Toweillthe Arbiter
c3,( 2000
80, years or more, like "El
Dorado" and "Harvest," one
couldsense he still genuinely
enjoyed "40ing 'them. Every
once in awhile he'd break into a
solo with either his guitar, or
harmonica-like, appendage and
dance around SPastically, as if
he were performing some
Native American ritual that
commanded the full attention of
body and emotion.
The audience recognized this
was a special,' if not spiritual,
moment and kept their eyes
fixed on the stage, even as their
bodies moved and their mouths
danced. When one man can fill
an entire arena with that kind of
intense energy, it's probably
safe to consider him a legend.
FREE DRAFT (CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS AT
CAPITAL EDUCATORS
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
~.,'~,.~i
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BSU Employees and Full-time Students
'NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees, 'unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we pay dividends on your account.
We' have NO surcharge ATMs at all three office locations.
How can you beat FREE? Check out our website at www.capedfcu.org!
Call 208·377·4600 or 1·800·223·7283 or stop by today.
ICa,pital" Educators , 7450Thunderbolt Dr., Boise 83709SOOE.Highland, Boise 83706
12195 McMillan Rd., Boise 83713
FREE!
FREE!
FREE!
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A.) Now that school has
started and everyone has gotten
into the swing of things, you
can rest assured that the hottie
sitting next to you will be there
all semester and you can con-
centrate more on slowly win-
ning them over.
B.) Now that school has
started and everyone has gotten
into the swing of things, you
can rest assured that the idiot
sitting next to you will be there
all semester and you will have
- to concentrate harder on the
lecture as they try vainly to win
you over.
First quiz. Pick one.
Libra: (Sept. 2S-0ct. 2S) Per
chance we should warn you of
the impending doom of your first
quiz?
Scorpio: (Oct. 24-Nov.21)Tip
from the Stars: Proven in several
less modern cultures. Campus
I.D. pictures really do steal your
soul.
Sagittarius: (Nov.22-Dec. 21)
Just because space aliens have
cloned you doesn't mean you'll
live forever.
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You'll become famous if you find
a new alternative pizza topping.
Aquarius: (Jan. so-Feb, 18)
Tour exercise regime could use a
few added steps. Try jumping to
conclusions.
Pisces: (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)
When your stomach growls at
you, it's time to chow down on
29
some teeth-whitening dog bis-
cuits!
Aries: (Mar. 21-Apr. 19)
Thing's aren't done the way they
were used to that's why you'll
need to use more apostrophe's.
Taurus: (Apr. so-May 20) At
your next party forget ice cubes,
ice tetrahedrons will really
impress the guests.
Gemini: (May st-June 21) If
Superman were born today,
would he have a supervisor?
Cancer: (June 22-July22)The
government is watching you.
(They don't have cable.)
Leo: (July 2s-Aug. 22) The
stars want to know why you have
so many secrets. No one cares
about the contents of the boxed
collection of assorted items in
your basement anyway.
Virgo: (Aug. ss-Sept, 22) A
fat chance is all you've got.
For purposeful entertainment only. No
deposit. No return.
Welcome Back B
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The Top Ten rejected
ideas for George w.
Bush's new campaign
slogan:
Mark Holladay
amused@collegeclub.com
10,) 'Why do I need a new slogan? That little weasel Gore Jr's
new slogan has only been out for two days and were gain-
ing on him in the polls."
9.) A thousand points of white.
8.) "Prosperity for America's Families? Wait ... damn!"
7.) I invented the Internet.
6.) Gore's suitability to lead America is debatable;
5.) That Clymer is a major asshole!
, 4.) Real injections for real criminals.
5.) Vote for me and I'll legalize pot!
2.) Read my lips. No new taxes.
L)"Instead of a campaign slogan, how about I just sing that
Animaniacs song about all those countries and stuff?"
JlI
After some pushingfrom Republican advisors last week George Tv.Bush
came out with a new slogan last Thursday, "Real plans for real people. "
FIFTH and IDAHO downtoWnboise ~45-g1o
r:;. Orieniai i1.. Express Ia
Mandarin •Szechuan
Lunch & Dinner Dine In - Carry Out
Great Food & Reasonable Prices
10% off with BSUStudent ID (Dinner Only)
TeL (i08) 34.5-8868 Fax (i08) 3405-884.8 ..J' .
no N. nth Street
30
www.affor~ablelap-
tops.com 800-864-2345
I '
Child Care
Looking for 1 to 2
dayslnights per week,
child care in our Eagle
home. Non-smoker, pro-
" vide own transportation.
Ca1l9S8-S161
Are you connected?
Internet Users Wanted!
$350 - $850/week.
wwwe-commercesales.net
Bolse's Best
Part-time
Job for Students I
United Parcel Service
Employment
r=~*-:-'=-~
$8.50/hr f{fp· SI
Full Benefits \, -.;
No Weekends ,~
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From
Information:
On-Campus Call:
426·1745
OnthElWeb:
www.upsJobs.com
UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Afflnnalive Action Employer. "
Nowhere 0"0/ Application
Do We Ask You Aboul Your Piercings.
Honest! We've got just the
RIGHT JOB for ~OU!
Our temporary positions
offer:
• Job Training
• Paid Vacation
• Medical & Dental Benefits
• 6 Paid Annual Holidays
• Flexible Schedules
• Weekly Paychecks
• Entry Level to Professional Positions
Goodwill
"Staffing
Services
373-12VV
M Equal Oppo<tunlly En1>Iol'or
\'1,
Group home setting
working with the devel-
opmentally disabled. All
shifts available, full &
part time. Graveyard
shifts available where
sleeping or doing"
schoolwork is acceptable.
Call 888-6576 for more
information.
Schlotzky's Deli
P IT and FIT guest
service, kitchen, and
baker positions available.
Flexible hours. Above
minumum wage. Close
to BSU. Apply in person
at 1306 Broadway Ave.
IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT
...thosewhohaveexcellentverbal
skills and need a llexitlfe
schedule...
IMAGINE THIS:
· Evening &Weekend shills ~ hrWk
·TopDollar· our reps avera, ~~2IW
•Paid Training
~ ~TURNER & KLEIN
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Malone Outfitters now
hiring part-time sales
assosciate. 20-30 hours.
Apply in person at Boise
Factory Outlet.
rbiter
ASBSU provides
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
426-1440
September 13,2000
Is giving away FREE STUFF!
(Just don't ask where it came from!)
Win a DVD player, concert tickets, sideline 'passes to a BSU
Broncos game, or a free Papa John's pizza*!
We'll also be giving away free T-shirts, keychains and cups. All
you have to do for your chance to win, is register for your free
e-mail atwww.arbiteronline.com
·One free pizza per day to be given away Sept. 11 through Sept. 15
ATTENTION: NURSING
AND OTHER STUDENTS
with a local
private lawyer for
most legal problems
you may have,
including
divorce/family law
landlord problems "
child custody and
child eupport
collection and debt
problems
personal injuzy and
insurance
workmen's canpensation
claims
IlOI/crimanl
call ASBStJ for an "
appoinbDent Attorneys:
Margaret lezamiz and
John SChroeder
Looking for a place to
live?
www.housingl0l.net
Your move off campusl
Female roommate want-
ed. $300 month, $150
deposit.Non-smoker; .
call Kellie, 440-7051.
At Goodwill Staffing Services, we're interested in
hiring talented, responsible people who want to get
ahead. We could care less about what color
your hair is. Give us a call and
we'llg/ve you a lob, not
another weird look.
" Want a great job
with flexible hours
and good pay to
work your way
through college?
Carefor the elderly
and physically"
challenged.We train.
CallCarlat
322·5556
STORIES ARE NOT
TOLD WHEN
PEOPLE ARE SILENT.
Break the silence. Don't
rely on dannet News
Services, The New York
Times, The Associated
Press or Channel 7 to
tell you what's new.
YOU DON'T NEED A
JOURNALISM
DEGREE TO TELL A
STORY. The Arbiter is
currently hiring
reporters. Call S45-8204.
WHY? BECAUSE
WE'RE BORED,
ANDWECANI
YOUR
RESEARCH
PAPER COULD
BE WORTH
$$$MONEY$$$
The Arbiter is
accepting submissions
for a variety of genres,
including
fiction, essay, analysis,
synthesis, news
reporting, and others.
Paid positions available.
Call 345-8204
31
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ACROSS
1Raw-bar item
5 Leonard Marx
10 Tortoise's oppo-
nent
11 Stone of film
12Terrible czar
13 Buccaneer
14 Itch soother
16 Disaster
20 To boot
23 Quilting _
24 Smallest number
25 Michelangelo
work
27 Wing
28 liThe Color
Purple" character
29 Smoking pipe
32 Squid
36 Tomorrow·
39 Love, Latin-style
40 Brings together
41 Diana, in "The
Avengers"
42 Lassoed
43 Bank action
I agree
to vote Andrew
off the island!
Do you?
DOWN
1Stylish
2 Vesuvian flow
3 Asian sea
4 Threatens
5 Setting stuff
6 Women's quarters
7 Nest egg, of a
sort
8 Rollaway bed
9 Small bill
IITanker problem
15 Brewing need
17"Oh, rlghtl"
18 Head of France
19 Calendar span
20 Actor Baldwin
21Actress ward
22 Mural setting
25 Tower site
26 "Moby Dick"
character
28 Bulls and rams
30 Keen
31 Disrobed
33 Bullets, slangily
34'Capital of Italia
35 Persia, today
36 Stole stuff
37 First numero
38 Gratuity
DILBERT® cJ,,®.0n~-~;X~:,Il;::ll~' ~~ l;"_~"'1 t·, ",....~..."':"._\1. .• ''''
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I
1
THIS IS A
MURDER
CONFESSION.
1 2 4
NOW SIGN THIS
AND THIS AND
THIS.
12
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This weeks crossword sponsored. by:
The Arbiteronline www.arbiteronline.com. . .
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